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GABORONE 30 November 2021, The minister of employment, labour productivity and skill development Mpho Balopi
officiates the Construction Industry Trust Fund (CITF) Open Day in Gaborone on 30 November 2021. The day brings
together stakeholders of CITF to share their involvement in nation building from their respective sector. Balopi with
other dignitaries touring the display stalls after officiating the event. (Pic:Monirul Bhuiyan/PRESS PHOTO)

Khama Faces Treason Charges
• Court papers filed by DISS claim weapons held at Khama’s
house are arms of war
• If found guilty, Khama could face 25 years in prison
• DISS claims  Khama knows what he is running away from

LETLHOGILE MPUANG

F

ormer president Ian Khama is
facing possible criminal charges, including treason according
to a filing notice submitted by the Directorate on Intelligence and Security
Services (DISS) at court.
An affidavit deposed last week by
Jet Steven Mafuta, the lead investigator in the Khama versus DISS case has
revealed that the spy agency pursuing
Khama on several charges that that potentially breach the National Security
Act. His affidavit was in support of

the DISS’s expedited appeal application against Justice Renier Busang’s
recent judgement in which he denied
the state a search and seizure warrant
of Khama’s State House 4 in Ruretse.
The DISS believes highly dangerous
weapons of war are being kept at his
residence.
“Applications for search and seizure
warrants are done on ex-parte basis
for the purpose of preventing suspects
from interfering with evidence or destroying the evidence before investigators can lay their hands on the same,”
states Mafuta, who has been seconded

from the Botswana Police Services
(BPS) in order to lead the case.
He notes that a delay in being granted the search and seizure warrant
could provide Khama enough time to
dispose of the suspected evidence.
“The matter is of great public importance in that it affects a former president who potentially faces a charge of,
among others, treason and it is imperative that it should be brought to finality
sooner than later. The net effect of the
decision of the High Court is to basically ground the investigation to halt
in that barring the respondent willingly allowing the investigators access to
the premises, which is highly unlikely,
the investigators have no way of accessing exhibits. This is particularly so
given that the respondent has since left
the country and there is no indication
when he intends to return.”

Be KYC compliant
Absa Bank Botswana requests its customers to submit their
updated KYC documentation to AbsaBankKYC@absa.africa or
your nearest branch by 30 April 2022. Failure to do so will result
in your account being blocked in accordance with Financial
Intelligence (FI) Act and Regulations 2019.
For more information contact us on 315 9575
That’s Africanacity. That’s Absa.
Terms and conditions apply. Absa Bank Botswana Limited (registered number BW00001237900) is regulated by the Bank of Botswana.

In addition, Mafuta says Khama
would not suffer any prejudice if the
warrant was to be given. “…If there
is incriminating evidence found in the
premises or if he has got nothing to
hide, he has nothing to fear. He also
has the right to challenge the warrant
any time following its issuance.”
The DIS appeal was submitted before the Court of Appeal (CoA) on November 24th 2021. DIS is represented
by Sifilane Thapelo of Thapelo Attorneys.
Khama is expected to file his responding affidavit tomorrow (Wednesday) through his lawyers Ramalepa
Attorneys.
Meanwhile, according to the Botswana Penal Code, an act of treason
attracts a sentence of 15 to 25 years in
jail.
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GOVERNMENT
MULLS ARMING
PRIVATE SECURITY
COMPANIES
GAZETTE REPORTER

G

overnment is considering arming private security companies amid
concerns of escalating cash heists.
The Minister of Defense, Justice and Security Kagiso Mmusi
told this publication that the task force that was appointed by government
will this week hand over their long -term recommendations.
Mmusi said these recommendations will be handed over before end of
Pic: johnjaycaps
this year to allow cash in transit private security companies to adjust to the
long-term measures.
He said although using the armed
police service to escort the security companies was an emergency
measure, it was always viewed as a
short-term solution.
Mmusi said the committee was
tasked with the responsibility of
identifying weaknesses in the security sector, adding that various
options will be put on the table.
“Right now I cannot say whether
or not it is practical to arm the Private Security Personnel, but this
is an issue that is being looked at
by experts because relaxing laws
around ownership of ammunition is also a problem on its own,”
Mmusi said
First National Bank Savings and Investments Rates
He added that there is need to
ascertain why there has been an
The following standard Savings and Investment rates will apply
increase in cash in-transit heists
across the country.
“I strongly believe that our short
Type of Deposit
Actual Interest
Nominal
Minimum
term solution managed to miniAccount
Rates(%)
Interest Rates(%)
Opening Balance
mize this wave of cash robberies
(Lowest – Highest) (Lowest – Highest)
(Pula)
because we are even able to intercept some of these planned heists,”
Current (Individual)
Nil
Nil
Nil
added Mmusi.
Call
0.025% to 0.025%
0.025% to 0.025%
1,000.00
He admitted that the wave of robSavings (Poloko)
0.10% to 0.75%
0.10% to 0.75%
500.00
beries overstretched the country’s
policing power, adding that the
Flexi Fixed (3 Months)
1.50%
1.51%
100.00
Police Service was hard at work
Flexi Fixed (6 Months)
2.50%
2.53%
100.00
enforcing the law during State of
Public Emergency (SOE).
Flexi Fixed (12 Months)
3.15%
3.20%
100.00
“These cash heists were dealing
91-Days Fixed Deposit
0.75%
0.75%
1,000.00
us a hard blow because these were
6 Months
1.25% to 1.30%
1.26% to 1.31%
1,000.00
acts of terrorism and as a result we
had to act instantly,” said Mmusi.
12 Months
1.30% to 1.90%
1.31% to 1.92%
1,000.00
He indicated that they are also
24 Months
2.00% to 2.25%
2.02% to 2.27%
1,000.00
working around the clock to ensure
that the police is not overstretched,
Over 24 Months
3.37%
3.42%
1,000.00
adding that their impediment rePrime Lending Rate
5.25%
mains lack of finances.
In October, government revealed
that over P13 million in cash
For term deposits the minimum amount is BWP 1 million to qualify for a special rate.
has been stolen in the recent spate
For more information please enquire at your nearest
of robberies.
Mmusi also confirmed that these
fnbbotswana.co.bw
crimes were mostly committed by
locals collaborating with foreign
nationals from South Africa.

Interest Rates
for December 2021
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ã¼Â¦ɺÂɺÓÇ¼ýɺÂ¼ýÙÙɑ

The institute's mandate is informed by the deed of trust that established it.

INVITATIONɺ

news
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SCOPE OF WORKɺ

ɺ

ÇÂÙã¼àÂàÙɺ ÷¼¼ɺ ɺ üÓàɺ àÇɺ ÇÂãàɺ öÂɨÙɺ ÖÙÖªɌɺ ÂÙààãàÇÂ¼ɺ Óàýɺ ã¼Â¦Ɍɺ ö¼ãàɺ
ÓÖöÇãÙɺÂɺãÖÖÂàɺÙÇÇɨÇÂÇÁɺÓÇ¼ÙɗÓÖÇ¦ÖÁÁÙɌɺÂɺÖÓÇÖàÂ¦ɺ¥ÂÂ¦ÙɺàÇɺ¼ÂàÙɺÂɺºýɺÙàºªÇ¼ÖÙɑɺ

www.bidpa.bw

ÇÂÙã¼àÂàÙɺ ÷¼¼ɺ ÷ÇÖºɺ ãÂÖɺ àªɺ ÖàÇÂɺ Ç¥ɺ ɺ OÖÇ¸àɺ [Áɺ 8Öɺ Âɺ Öɺ üÓàɺ àÇɺ ÙÓ¼ýɺ ª¦ªɺ ¼ö¼ɺ Ç¥ɺ
ÓÖÇ¥ÙÙÇÂ¼ÙÁɺÂɺÇÁÓàÂɑɺ

EXPRESSION
VACANCY
ANNOUNCEMENT
OF INTEREST

The five thematic areas that BIDPA covers are:
ɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺMacroeconomics and Development
Trade, Industry and Private Sector Development
Human and Social Development
Environment, Agriculture and Natural Resources
Governance and Administration:

CONSULTANT TO
UNDERTAKE
COORDINATE
THE PREPARATION OF
REGISTRATION
ON AND
THE BIDPA
SUPPLIER DATABASE
NATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PLAN
12for the provision of various goods, works
BIDPA invites reputable 100% citizen owned suppliers and/or service providers/ companies to register
BACKGROUND

[ªɺ ÇàÙ÷Âɺ*ÂÙààãàɺ¥ÇÖɺö¼ÇÓÁÂàɺOÇ¼ýɺÂ¼ýÙÙɺɞ *Oɟɺ÷ÙɺÙà¼Ùªɺýɺàªɺ#ÇöÖÂÁÂàɺÇ¥ɺ ÇàÙ÷ÂɺÙɺ

REQUIREMENTS
ÂɺÂÓÂÂàɺàÖãÙàɺÂɺÙàÖàɺÇÓÖàÇÂɺÙɺɺÂÇÂɨ¦ÇöÖÂÁÂà¼ɺÓÇ¼ýɺÖÙÖªɺÂÙààãàɺÇÖɺɱ[ªÂºɺ[ÂºɲɺÂɺǷǿǿǻɑɺ

ɺÁÂÁãÁɺÇ¥ɺ=ÙàÖɕÙɺ¦ÖɑɺOªɺ÷¼¼ɺɺÂɺɺöÂà¦ɑ
[ªɺ*ÂÙààãàɺöÇ¼öɺÇãàɺÇ¥ɺàªɺüÓÖÙÙɺÂɺàÇɺċàö¼ýɺ¼ÂºɺÂɺªÖÁÇÂÙɺÇÂÇÁɺÓÇ¼ýɺÂ¼ýÙÙɺ¥ãÂàÇÂÙɺ
*ÂàÖÙàɺÇÁÓÂÙɺÁãÙàɺɺÖ¦ÙàÖɺ÷àªɺOO
÷àªɺ ÂàÇÂ¼ɺ ö¼ÇÓÁÂàɺ ċÇÖàÙɑɺ *Oɺ ¥ÇãÙÙɺɑ ÁÂ¼ýɺ ÇÂɺ ÖÙÖªɺ Âɺ ÓÇ¼ýɺ Â¼ýÙÙɺ Ùɺ ÷¼¼ɺ Ùɺ Óàýɺ

ã¼Â¦ɺÂɺÓÇ¼ýɺÂ¼ýÙÙɑ
andNOTE:
services.
Interested eligible suppliers and/or service providers/ companies are invited to apply for registration, indicating the category of
ɺ[ªɺÙªÇÖà¼ÙàɺÓÖÙÇÂÂ¼ɺ÷¼¼ɺɺÇÂɺàªɺ *OɺàÙɺ¥ÇÖɺɺÓÖÇɺÇ¥ɺàªÖɺýÖÙɑɺ[ªɺàÙɺ÷¼¼ɺɺ
ãÓàɺÂÂã¼¼ýɑ
The Botswana
institute's
mandate
is informed
by
the deed
of
trust
that
established
it.
goods,
works
or services
they
wish
to
apply
for.
The
Institute
for
Development
Policy Analysis (BIDPA) was established in 1995 as a Trust through

INVITATION
a Presidential
Directive. It focuses mainly on Research and Policy Analysis, Capacity building and provision
TO APPLY
ɺ
ɺà¼ɺüÓÖÙÙÇÂɺÇ¥ɺ*ÂàÖÙàɺÙɺö¼¼ɺÇÂɺàªɺ *Oɺ÷Ùàɖɺ÷÷÷ɑÓɑ÷ɑɺ

*Oɺ÷ÙªÙɺàÇɺÂ¦¦ɺÂöã¼ÙɺÂɺÇÁÓÂÙɺàÇɺÓÓ¼ýɺ¥ÇÖɺÂ¼ãÙÇÂɺÂɺàªɺàÙɺÇ¥ɺÙÙÇÂɺüÓÖàÙɺÂɺ
ɺ
ɺ
ɺ
ɺ service
ɺ
Suppliers
and/or
providers/ companies currently in the Institute’s database are required to apply and submit up to date information reÇÂÙã¼àÂàÙɺàÇɺɺÇÂàÖàɺ¥ÖÇÁɺàÁɺàÇɺàÁɺàÇɺÖÙÙɺàªɺÙº¼¼Ùɺ¦ÓÙɺàªàɺÖÙÙɺ÷ªÂöÖɺàªÖɺÖɺÓÖÇ¸àÙɑ
of Consultancy
services
to a wide array of stakeholders.
quired
in the registration of supplier’s document. More information on the EOI can be accessed from the BIDPA website;
SCOPE OF WORKɺ ɺ
ÇÂÙã¼àÂàÙɺ
÷¼¼ɺ
ɺ
üÓàɺ
àÇɺ
ÇÂãàɺ
öÂɨÙɺ ÖÙÖªɌɺ ÂÙààãàÇÂ¼ɺ Óàýɺ ã¼Â¦Ɍɺ ö¼ãàɺ
www.bidpa.bw
ÓÖöÇãÙɺÂɺãÖÖÂàɺÙÇÇɨÇÂÇÁɺÓÇ¼ÙɗÓÖÇ¦ÖÁÁÙɌɺÂɺÖÓÇÖàÂ¦ɺ¥ÂÂ¦ÙɺàÇɺ¼ÂàÙɺÂɺºýɺÙàºªÇ¼ÖÙɑɺ

CLOSING DATE:
BIDPA
seeks applications
from experienced and qualified candidates for the position of Consultant to
30 September 2021 . No late submissions will be accepted.
Development Plan 12 at the Ministry of Finance and
Economic
Development
(MFED), Botswana
The five thematic
areas that BIDPA covers are:
VISIT
US:
ÇÂÙã¼àÂàÙɺ ÷¼¼ɺ ÷ÇÖºɺ ãÂÖɺ àªɺ ÖàÇÂɺ Ç¥ɺ ɺ OÖÇ¸àɺ [Áɺ 8Öɺ Âɺ Öɺ üÓàɺ àÇɺ ÙÓ¼ýɺ ª¦ªɺ ¼ö¼ɺ Ç¥ɺ

Closing
date forand
submissions
is 30 November
2021 at 1000hrs.
ÓÖÇ¥ÙÙÇÂ¼ÙÁɺÂɺÇÁÓàÂɑɺ
undertake
coordinate
the preparation
of National
info@bidpa.bw

BIDPA BOTSWANA

BotsThinkTank

bidpa botswana

ɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺMacroeconomics and Development
Trade, Industry and Private Sector Development
Human and Social Development
Environment, Agriculture and Natural Resources
Governance and Administration:

Main Purpose of the Job:
• To assist MFED to undertake preparation of National Development Plan 12 which runs for a five (5) year
REQUIREMENTS
period from April 2023 to March 2028.
• Detailed Terms of Reference can be accessed at: www.bidpa.bw
ɺÁÂÁãÁɺÇ¥ɺ=ÙàÖɕÙɺ¦ÖɑɺOªɺ÷¼¼ɺɺÂɺɺöÂà¦ɑ
*ÂàÖÙàɺÇÁÓÂÙɺÁãÙàɺɺÖ¦ÙàÖɺ÷àªɺOO ɑ

NOTE:ɺ[ªɺÙªÇÖà¼ÙàɺÓÖÙÇÂÂ¼ɺ÷¼¼ɺɺÇÂɺàªɺ

*OɺàÙɺ¥ÇÖɺɺÓÖÇɺÇ¥ɺàªÖɺýÖÙɑɺ[ªɺàÙɺ÷¼¼ɺɺ

ãÓàɺÂÂã¼¼ýɑ

Education & Experience:
(Pic:MONIRUL
BHUIYAN/PRESS
• The consultant
must havePHOTO)
a higher University degree in Economics preferably a PhD and work experience
in a developing country with comparable development circumstances to that of Botswana. The candidate
CLOSING
DATE:
must
have extensive
knowledge
and understanding of the economy of Botswana.
30 September 2021 . No late submissions will be accepted.
• The consultant should have at least 15 to 20 years of post-qualification experience in conducting national
development planning and its review. Strong experience in advising governments on NDP formulation
VISIT
US:
andEXPRESSION
similar assignments is a necessary requirement.
OF
INTEREST
• Demonstrated knowledge of economic forecasting, modeling, Medium Term Expenditure Framework, as
well as economic policy analysis will be an essential requirement.
TO APPLY
ɺà¼ɺüÓÖÙÙÇÂɺÇ¥ɺ*ÂàÖÙàɺÙɺö¼¼ɺÇÂɺàªɺ *Oɺ÷Ùàɖɺ÷÷÷ɑÓɑ÷ɑɺ
ɺ
ɺ
ɺ
ɺ
ɺ

info@bidpa.bw

BIDPA BOTSWANA
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Namibian Lives
Matter accuses
Botswana of
legalising Atrocities
• Says Botswana denies the policy while
in actual fact it exists for the BDF
• Accuses BDF of cooking evidence
against dead men

BotsThinkTank
www.bidpa.bw bidpa botswana

Knowledge,
Attributes and Skills:
BACKGROUND
• The consultant must be proficient in English and the use of computers and software, and models such as
Eviews, Word, and Excel.
• The Consultant must have experience in training and coaching on similar areas or activities.
• INVITATION
Good writing and communication skills are a necessary requirement for this consultancy.
[ªɺ ÇàÙ÷Âɺ*ÂÙààãàɺ¥ÇÖɺö¼ÇÓÁÂàɺOÇ¼ýɺÂ¼ýÙÙɺɞ *Oɟɺ÷ÙɺÙà¼Ùªɺýɺàªɺ#ÇöÖÂÁÂàɺÇ¥ɺ ÇàÙ÷ÂɺÙɺ
ÂɺÂÓÂÂàɺàÖãÙàɺÂɺÙàÖàɺÇÓÖàÇÂɺÙɺɺÂÇÂɨ¦ÇöÖÂÁÂà¼ɺÓÇ¼ýɺÖÙÖªɺÂÙààãàɺÇÖɺɱ[ªÂºɺ[ÂºɲɺÂɺǷǿǿǻɑɺ
[ªɺ*ÂÙààãàɺöÇ¼öɺÇãàɺÇ¥ɺàªɺüÓÖÙÙɺÂɺàÇɺċàö¼ýɺ¼ÂºɺÂɺªÖÁÇÂÙɺÇÂÇÁɺÓÇ¼ýɺÂ¼ýÙÙɺ¥ãÂàÇÂÙɺ
÷àªɺ ÂàÇÂ¼ɺ ö¼ÇÓÁÂàɺ ċÇÖàÙɑɺ *Oɺ ¥ÇãÙÙɺ ÁÂ¼ýɺ ÇÂɺ ÖÙÖªɺ Âɺ ÓÇ¼ýɺ Â¼ýÙÙɺ Ùɺ ÷¼¼ɺ Ùɺ Óàýɺ
ã¼Â¦ɺÂɺÓÇ¼ýɺÂ¼ýÙÙɑ

The institute's mandate is informed by the deed of trust that established it.
ɺ

*Oɺ÷ÙªÙɺàÇɺÂ¦¦ɺÂöã¼ÙɺÂɺÇÁÓÂÙɺàÇɺÓÓ¼ýɺ¥ÇÖɺÂ¼ãÙÇÂɺÂɺàªɺàÙɺÇ¥ɺÙÙÇÂɺüÓÖàÙɺÂɺ
ÇÂÙã¼àÂàÙɺàÇɺɺÇÂàÖàɺ¥ÖÇÁɺàÁɺàÇɺàÁɺàÇɺÖÙÙɺàªɺÙº¼¼Ùɺ¦ÓÙɺàªàɺÖÙÙɺ÷ªÂöÖɺàªÖɺÖɺÓÖÇ¸àÙɑ

SCOPE OF WORK
Duration
of Assignment:
• Thirteen (13) months commencing from February 2022 to April 2023.
ɺ ɺ

ÇÂÙã¼àÂàÙɺ ÷¼¼ɺ ɺ üÓàɺ àÇɺ ÇÂãàɺ öÂɨÙɺ ÖÙÖªɌɺ ÂÙààãàÇÂ¼ɺ Óàýɺ ã¼Â¦Ɍɺ ö¼ãàɺ
ÓÖöÇãÙɺÂɺãÖÖÂàɺÙÇÇɨÇÂÇÁɺÓÇ¼ÙɗÓÖÇ¦ÖÁÁÙɌɺÂɺÖÓÇÖàÂ¦ɺ¥ÂÂ¦ÙɺàÇɺ¼ÂàÙɺÂɺºýɺÙàºªÇ¼ÖÙɑɺ

www.bidpa.bw

ÇÂÙã¼àÂàÙɺ ÷¼¼ɺ ÷ÇÖºɺ ãÂÖɺ àªɺ ÖàÇÂɺ Ç¥ɺ ɺ OÖÇ¸àɺ [Áɺ 8Öɺ Âɺ Öɺ üÓàɺ àÇɺ ÙÓ¼ýɺ ª¦ªɺ ¼ö¼ɺ Ç¥ɺ
ÓÖÇ¥ÙÙÇÂ¼ÙÁɺÂɺÇÁÓàÂɑɺ

EXPRESSION
OF INTEREST
Submission
of Proposal:

The five thematic areas that BIDPA covers are:

• Technical and financial proposals should be sent to:
ɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺMacroeconomics and Development
Trade, Industry and Private Sector Development
Human and Social Development
Environment, Agriculture and Natural Resources
Governance and Administration:

REGISTRATION ON THE BIDPA SUPPLIER DATABASE
Acting
Executive Director,
BACKGROUND
REQUIREMENTSInstitute for Development Policy Analysis (BIDPA)
Botswana
BIDPA invites reputable 100% citizen owned suppliers and/or service providers/ companies to register for the provision of various goods, works
Plotservices.
54367Interested
Mogobe
Plaza,
CBD and/or service providers/ companies are invited to apply for registration, indicating the category of
and
eligible
suppliers
NOTE:
Private
BagorBR
29, Gaborone,
Botswana
goods,
works
services
they wish to apply
for.
Tel:INVITATION
(267) 397 1750
Suppliers
and/or
Fax: (267)
397service
1748providers/ companies currently in the Institute’s database are required to apply and submit up to date information required
in the registration of supplier’s document. More information on the EOI can be accessed from the BIDPA website;
SCOPE OF WORK
Website:
www.bidpa.bw
www.bidpa.bw
[ªɺ ÇàÙ÷Âɺ*ÂÙààãàɺ¥ÇÖɺö¼ÇÓÁÂàɺOÇ¼ýɺÂ¼ýÙÙɺɞ *Oɟɺ÷ÙɺÙà¼Ùªɺýɺàªɺ#ÇöÖÂÁÂàɺÇ¥ɺ ÇàÙ÷ÂɺÙɺ
ÂɺÂÓÂÂàɺàÖãÙàɺÂɺÙàÖàɺÇÓÖàÇÂɺÙɺɺÂÇÂɨ¦ÇöÖÂÁÂà¼ɺÓÇ¼ýɺÖÙÖªɺÂÙààãàɺÇÖɺɱ[ªÂºɺ[ÂºɲɺÂɺǷǿǿǻɑɺ
ɺÁÂÁãÁɺÇ¥ɺ=ÙàÖɕÙɺ¦ÖɑɺOªɺ÷¼¼ɺɺÂɺɺöÂà¦ɑ
[ªɺ*ÂÙààãàɺöÇ¼öɺÇãàɺÇ¥ɺàªɺüÓÖÙÙɺÂɺàÇɺċàö¼ýɺ¼ÂºɺÂɺªÖÁÇÂÙɺÇÂÇÁɺÓÇ¼ýɺÂ¼ýÙÙɺ¥ãÂàÇÂÙɺ
*ÂàÖÙàɺÇÁÓÂÙɺÁãÙàɺɺÖ¦ÙàÖɺ÷àªɺOO
÷àªɺ ÂàÇÂ¼ɺ ö¼ÇÓÁÂàɺ ċÇÖàÙɑɺ *Oɺ ¥ÇãÙÙɺɑ ÁÂ¼ýɺ ÇÂɺ ÖÙÖªɺ Âɺ ÓÇ¼ýɺ Â¼ýÙÙɺ Ùɺ ÷¼¼ɺ Ùɺ Óàýɺ
ã¼Â¦ɺÂɺÓÇ¼ýɺÂ¼ýÙÙɑ
ɺ[ªɺÙªÇÖà¼ÙàɺÓÖÙÇÂÂ¼ɺ÷¼¼ɺɺÇÂɺàªɺ *OɺàÙɺ¥ÇÖɺɺÓÖÇɺÇ¥ɺàªÖɺýÖÙɑɺ[ªɺàÙɺ÷¼¼ɺɺ

ãÓàɺÂÂã¼¼ýɑ
The institute's mandate is informed by the deed of trust that established it.

TO APPLY
ɺ
ɺà¼ɺüÓÖÙÙÇÂɺÇ¥ɺ*ÂàÖÙàɺÙɺö¼¼ɺÇÂɺàªɺ *Oɺ÷Ùàɖɺ÷÷÷ɑÓɑ÷ɑɺ
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The five thematic areas that BIDPA
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ɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺɺMacroeconomics and Development
Trade, Industry and Private Sector Development
Human and Social Development
Environment, Agriculture and Natural Resources
Governance and Administration:
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CLOSING DATE:

30 September 2021 . No late submissions will be accepted.

VISIT US:

‘Legae, A Home Away from Home’

BIDPA BOTSWANA

BotsThinkTank

bidpa botswana

Legae English Medium School is inviting applications for the following positions to start
January 2022.
info@bidpa.bw

Legae English Medium School is inviting applications for the following position to
start in 2022.TEACHERS and LIBRARIAN
•

>ĞŐĂĞŶŐůŝƐŚDĞĚŝƵŵ^ĐŚŽŽů
‘Legae, ATEACHERS
Home Away
from Home’
BED or Degree and Postgraduate
qualification
in Education,
BED (Primary) preferred

•

Minimum experience 3 (three) years, prefer 5 (Five)

REQUIREMENTS:


Fluent in English First/First Additional Language, written and spoken
Legae •English
Medium School is inviting applications for the following positions to start
• Experience in an English medium or international school environment
REQUIREMENTS:
January
2022.
• Lower / Middle school experience preferred (KSI / KS2 per Cambridge level)

•
•
•
•
•
•

andand
LIBRARIAN
BEd TEACHERS
or Degree
Postgraduate
qualification
in Curriculum
Education
• Experience
in teaching
the Cambridge International
Assessment
at Primary
Level preferred.
Fluent in English
First/First Additional Language, written and spoken
• Quality new graduates welcome to apply
REQUIREMENTS:
Experience
in applicants
an English
or international
school
environment
• Prior
having medium
international English
medium school exposure
are welcome
to
reapply (teacher / student).
Minimum
experience
3
(three)
years,
prefer
5
(five)
• BED or Degree and Postgraduate qualification in Education, BED (Primary) preferred
Experience
teaching
the
Cambridge
International
• Fluent
ininEnglish
First/First
Additional
Language,
written and spokenAssessment Curriculum
Be prepared
to work
with the
school’s
Ethos
and Policies.
• Experience
in an
English medium or international school environment
at Primary
Level
preferred
The school
is committed
to safeguarding
and promoting
the welfare
of children and
applicants
• Lower
/ Middle
school experience
preferred
(KSI
/ KS2
per Cambridge
level)
Quality
new
apply
must begraduates
willing to undergowelcome
child protectionto
screening,
including checks with past employers

Minimum experience 3 (three) years, prefer 5 (Five)
and criminal records.
Experience in teaching the Cambridge International Assessment Curriculum at Primary
Be prepared
to
workLetter
withof the
school’s
Ethos
and
Policies.
Level
preferred.
Please
forward
Application,
CV, certified
copies
of certificates
and names of 2 (two)
referees
to: graduates welcome to apply
• Quality
new
The applicants
Managing Director,
Legae English Medium
PO Box
641 Gaborone
– are
Botswana.
• Prior
having
EnglishSchool,
medium
school
exposure
welcome to
The school
isEmail:
committed
tointernational
safeguarding
and
promoting
the
welfare
of
legae@legaeinvestors.com
reapply
(teacher
/ student).
•
•

children
and applicants must be willing to undergo child protection screening, including
CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS: 15 April 2021
prepared
work with the school’s
Ethos and Policies.
checks Be
with
pasttoemployers
and criminal
records.
The school is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and applicants



Please forward
Letter
of Application,
CV, Certified
copies
of employers
certificates and
must be willing
to undergo
child protection screening,
including checks
with past
names of
2
(two)
referees
to:
and criminal records.
The Managing Director, Legae English Medium School, PO Box 641 Gaborone,
Please forward Letter of Application, CV, certified copies of certificates and names of 2 (two)
Botswana.
referees to:
Email: legae@legaeinvestors.com
The Managing Director, Legae English Medium School, PO Box 641 Gaborone – Botswana.
Email: legae@legaeinvestors.com

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS: 15 January 2022
CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS: 15 April 2021
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y hiring a spy inside Namibia alone, the Botswana Defence
Force showed that it was on a unpleasant mission, the Chairman of Namibian Lives Matter Movement (NLMM), Sinvula
Mudabeti, has said.
In an interview with The Botswana Gazette, Mudabeti accused the
Botswana Government of legalising its controversial shoot-to-kill
policy under what the Botswana Defence Force (BDF) calls standard
operating procedures.
He is convinced that the Botswana Government has legalised atrocities against innocent and unarmed Namibian civilians in what amounts
to its shoot-to-kill policy that it denies it has, he added.
A BDF patrol unit shot and killed Namibian Wamunyima brothers Nchindo, Martin and Tommy and their Zambian cousin Sinvula
Munyeme purportedly believing they were poachers last year. This
subsequently led to an inquest that just ended.
In Mudabeti’s view, evidence submitted by Botswana at the inquest
has shown that the country’s government has devised a policy of saying one thing in public and doing the opposite in court about its shootto-kill policy in order to defend its soldiers irrespective of objective
evidence presented.
While the Botswana government denies existence of this shoot-tokill policy, the BDF uses it under the fancy term of standard operating
procedures, he asserted.
“The BPS (Botswana police) seems not to have powers to investigate BDF acts of assault, war, and wanton shootings when they encounter Namibian fishermen,” he said.
“We have never seen a country whose defence, police, public prosecution authorities appear to work independently of each other but are
in actual fact one team that legalises atrocities against innocent and
unarmed Namibians civilians. It was clear that the evidence of the
BDF was cooked in order to incriminate the deceased.”
Mudabeti said the hiring of a spy inside Namibia by the BDF alone
was an indication that Botswana was on a mission. Further, evidence
led by the BDF cannot stand because it said the people were shot from
behind but autopsy reports say the opposite.
He queried: “How do you explain the fact that the BPS never took
fingerprints on the elephant tusks? How do you explain the fact that
the divers from Botswana and Namibia never found the alleged weapons used by the fishermen even with metal detectors?”
Botswana and Namibia have been at odds over allegations of poaching and Botswana’s shoot-to-kill policy for some time. So far BDF’s
anti-poaching unit has killed 37 Namibians on suspicion that they
were poachers.
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Spicy rumours abound after
Zodwa Wa Bantu’s no-show
While there is talk about the unrestrained performer testing positive for COVID-19 just before she could leave
for Botswana, some are insisting that the police were ready to arrest and deport her for offending against
standards of decency. Staff Writer SESUPO RANTSIMAKO reports

Zodwa

U

nconfirmed reports say promoters
of the People’s Festival had to cancel the slot of controversial South
African entertainer, Zodwa Wa Bantu, at
the last minute because police were alleg-

edly instructed to arrest and charge her for
her immoral stagecraft.
Zodwa - who is known for her near-nude
gyrations on stage that include taking off
her panties - was scheduled to perform at

the festival organised by Gilbert Promotions at Obed Itani Chilume Stadium last
Friday. However, her trip was cancelled on
the eve of the event purportedly after she
reportedly tested COVID-19 positive.
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Announcing her failed departure from
SA, Gilbert Seagile of Gilbert Promotions said Zodwa - who goes on stage in
scant gossamer - learnt of her COVID
test results before she could leave for Botswana. He dismissed rumours of plans to
arrest her, saying government representatives present at a press briefing before
the festival would have raised objections
about her.
But sources say testing positive for
COVID-19 aside, alleged threats to arrest
and eventually deport the hugely popular
star prevented her from coming. “An instruction from a high office was issued to
BPS to arrest and lay charges against the
controversial entertainer,” one told The
Botswana Gazette.
However, the chief spokesman of Botswana Police Service (BPS), Assistant
Commissioner Dipheko Motube says he
is constrained to comment on something
that never happened. Even so, sources are
not backing off and are insisting that BPS
was instructed to use Sections 167 and
176 of the Penal Code to arrest the controversial entertainer.
Section 167 proscribes public indecency while Section 176 prohibits common
nuisance.
Reached for comment, Seagile dismissed the rumours. “I do not think they
hold water,” he said. “If they were true,
the government would have raised an objection at the press briefing. What I can
confirm is that her trip failed due to positive COVID-19 results. Even her bookings in SA were cancelled.”
The controversial entertainer is billed
for the third phase of the People’s Festival in Maun a few days before Christmas. Zodwa Wa Bantu was deported from
Zambia over concerns about Christian
morality a few years ago.
The country’s religious affairs minister
at the time, Godfridah Sumaili, told The
Times of Zambia that Zodwa was not
welcome in Zambia because she was promoting immorality. The late Zimbabwean
president Robert Mugabe also stopped
her from performing in his country.

BOFEPUSU slams
Lesaso’s Call for
Politically-Aligned
top Civil Servants
Says Botswana would not have a progressive gov’t
SESUPO RANTSIMAKO

T

he Botswana Federation
of Public, Private and
Parastatal Sector Unions
(BOFEPUSU) has described a
call by the MP for Shoshong Aubrey Lesaso (BDP) for the government to consider appointing
only people loyal to the incumbent government as top civil servants as “unfortunate”.
“It would be a dangerous move
because we would not have a progressive government. This would
mean that top civil servants are
not appointed on merit but on
party alignment,” the president of

the labour centre, Johannes Tshukudu,” has said.
Lesaso’s call came a year after the BDP Youth League (BDPYL) adopted a resolution that
it presented to its parent party to
consider such a move. BDPYL
had raised concerns about slow
implementation of government
programmes that it blamed on disloyal civil servants.
Responding to the State of Nation Address (SONA) on Monday
this week, Lesaso said politicallyaligned and loyal civil servants
would not want the government
of the day to fail “because they
would understand that once there

is failure, they would be held accountable”.
He added that government machinery is run by permanent secretaries and not ministers.
The former Umbrella for Democratic Change (UDC) MP said politically-aligned and loyal top civil
servants would help the current
government implement President
Mokgweetsi Masisi’s Reset Agen-

da. “If the incumbent government
wants its manifesto promises to be
fulfilled, only aligned and loyal
top civil servants would ensure
that,” Lesaso emphasised.
Reached for comment, Tshukudu of BOFEPUSU said there are
suspicions that the Masisi administration has been doing that but
there is no concrete evidence to
prove it.
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BaSarwa, Kgosi
Tawana land row
heads to court

• BaSarwa say they and BaYei were
early inhabitants of the land
• Kgosi Tawana says they were removed
in the days of the British Protectorate

Pic: allafrica

TEFO PHEAGE

T

TENDER NOTICE
BSB/MTC/ICT& MIS 003 /2021-2022
A SERVICES CONTRACT FOR MANAGED PRINTING SERVICES
TO BOTSWANA SAVINGS BANK

Sealed Tender offers are invited for the supplies contract of managed printing services from
100% citizen owned companies

Tender Collection & Submission Address
BOTSWANA SAVINGS BANK, TSHOMARELO HOUSE, PLOT 53796, KAGISO MALL TSHOMARELO HOUSE
PROCUREMENT OFFICE 4TH FLOOR
TEL: 3670000/01 | FAX: 3952608

Collection Requirements
Documents may be collected during working hours between 0830hrs and 1500hrs with effect from 29th November
2021. A non-refundable deposit of P500 payable by cash or bank guaranteed cheque made out in favour of the
Botswana Savings Bank is required on collection of the tender documents. Payment should be made to the revenue
collector at Botswana Savings Bank branch. Proof of payment will be required on collection of the tender document(s).
Youth companies shall purchase at half price.

Closing Date
The closing time for receipt of tender documents is 1000hrs on 7th January 2022 and tenders shall be delivered to
Plot 53796, Tshomarelo House, Botswana Savings Bank, 4th Floor Reception.
Tender offers received after closing date, telegraphic, faxed or emailed submissions will not be accepted. Late
tenders will be rejected and returned unopened to bidders. Names and addresses of bidders should be reflected on
the envelopes.

Bid Submission Method
A two-envelope procedure will be followed, in which the sealed original and all the sealed copies of the Technical
Offer are placed in one separate sealed envelope, whilst the sealed original and all the sealed copies of the Financial
Offer are enclosed in another separate sealed envelope. The two sealed envelopes are then placed in one outer
securely sealed envelope.

PPADB Codes
Bidders who are domiciled in Botswana must, to be considered for the award of the contract, be registered with the
Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Board in the following categories: Code:203 Electronic and ICT Supplies Sub
code(s):01 Electronic Equipment, spares and accessories (includes ICT, photographic equipment and others).

Enquiries
All enquiries should be made via email to procurementunit@bsb.bw copied to otumediso@bsb.bw at Tel +267
367 0162/3/48 fax No +267 395 2608 with subject: BSB/EOI/PU/001/2021: REQUEST FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST (EOI)
FOR THE INCLUSION OF VENDORS TO THE BOTSWANA SAVINGS BANK SUPPLIER DATABASE.

For more info: 367 0147

www.bsb.bw

Botswana Savings Bank

bsb_bw

he Botswana Khwedom Council (BKC)
says it will fight with everything at its
disposal to fight for land inherited by BaSarwa inside Moremi Game Reserve that Tawana Land Board has allocated to Kgosi Tawana
Moremi, including going to court.
This follows failure of the North West District
Council at the Land Tribunal to stop the land
board from allocating Kgosi Tawana the disputed piece of land. The Director BKC, Keikabile
Mogodu, says they will go to court to challenge
the decision of the land board.
“We are going to the same Land Tribunal to
challenge the decision,” Mogodu said. “If we
fail there, we will be left with no other option
but to proceed to superior courts. We want the
decision of the land board to allocate the piece of
land to Kgosi Tawana reviewed and set aside,”
said Mogodu.
According to BKC, the first inhabitants and/
or owners of the land properly known as Tsobaoro (now known as Chiefs Island) were not
Kgosi Moremi’s parents and/or his other ancestors but BaSarwa of the Anikhwe clan who were
later joined by BaSarwa of the Bugakhwe clan
and thereafter by the BaYei, all of whom their
ancestors are buried there. They were removed
and dispossessed of the land in or around 1980.
“Following the establishment of Moremi
Game Reserve, as it so often happened to indigenous tribes/communities, these inhabitants of
the land now known as Chiefs Island were removed from and relocated to settlements outside
the game reserve. Chiefs Island became part of
the game reserve,” says BKC. In court papers, it
says some of the applicants in the case are descendants of one Mr. Gabaitumele who was one
of the first Bagukhwe inhabitants of Tabaoro.
However, the land board is opposing the application and says BKC’s arguments “lack merit
to sustain the objection”.
BKC is unmoved and says the landboard has
failed to give reasons for concluding that BKC’s
arguments “lack merit to sustain objection.”
“The 1st Respondent (Tawana Land Board)
erred in law and in fact in holding that the objection of the 1st Applicant (Khwedom Council)
were without merit in that the 1st Respondent did
not have regard to the legitimate order of succession the lineage with regard to Tsabaoro/Chiefs
Island,” BaSarwa argue.
They say the decision of Tawana Land Board
undermines BaSarwa’s and infringes the dignity
of the members of the San and BaYei communities in their tribal identity as heirs to their own
land.
For his part, Kgosi Moremi says BaSarwa
tribesmen who have launched the appeal do not
have rights over the land in question because
they were relocated in 1963 when the land became part of the game reserve.
According to Kgosi Tawana, the designation
of Moremi Game Reserve was an act of the Government of Bechuanaland Protectorate in which
none of the parties to this case or their forebears
had a part.
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Indian Health Officials
quarantine Motswana
linked to Omicron
variant health scare
• Suspected carrier is  a high ranking BDF officer
• Indian authorities say the matter has been
arrested and suspect identified
• Authorities unfairly  expose  patient’s identity
TEFO PHEAGE

A

Motswana identified by Indian
authorities as a member of
the Botswana Defence Force
made news headlines in India as the
country’s first recorded case of the
Omicron variant.
The officer (name withheld for privacy purposes) was found at the Army-run College of Materials Management (CMM) in India, officials said.
The officer had gone to India to participate in a course at the CMM, the
Indian authorities added.
The much-publicised search was
launched as per the health surveillance
guidelines to check the spread of COVID-19 and the officer was found not
to have presented any symptoms of
Coronavirus infection so far.
“The officer came to Jabalpur from
Delhi, as per the record shared with
us by the Central government. Their
name had featured in the list of the
passengers sent to local authorities
by the Union government, but the officials could not find them,” Jabalpur
Chief Medical and Health Officer Dr
Ratnesh Kurariya told the Indian media.
The other details of the case are
that the Motswana had flown to Jabalpur on November 18th from New
Delhi and is currently at the Army-run
CMM.
The officer was quarantined for 10
days after reaching India, examined
and found to be completely well.
The WHO had last week described
Omicron as a “variant of concern”
whose detection has caused fear
around the globe with speculation that
it could resist vaccines and prolong
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Batswana took to social media to
raise issue with the Indian government
and press for singling out and exposing the Motswana patient’s name as
an unethical move.

PUBLIC TENDER NOTICE
SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
(ICT) EQUIPMENT FOR BOTSWANA DIGITAL AND INNOVATION HUB
TENDER NO. BDIH 001- 19.11.2021/22
Botswana Digital and Innovation Hub (inter-changeably
“BDIH”) invites proposals from interested and duly registered,
100% citizen owned companies or businesses of repute,
domiciled in the Republic of Botswana for the Supply and
Delivery of ICT equipment. Companies or businesses should be
registered with the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal
Board in the following category: Code: 203 (Electrical, electronic, mechanical, fire and ICT
supplies) Sub-code: 01 [Electrical and electronic equipment,
spares and accessories (includes ICT, photographic equipment
and others)]
Prescribed Reservation or Preference Schemes shall be
applicable in this tender.
COLLECTION & SUBMISSION
• The tender documents shall be emailed to bidders who have
purchased the tender document during working hours from
0900-1300 and 1400 – 1500hrs effective Wednesday 24th ,
November 2021. A non-refundable deposit of BWP 150.00
(One-Hundred and Fifty Pula) should be made directly into
the BDIH bank account below and proof of payment shall be
required before sending the tender documents.
Account Name: Botswana Innovation Hub
Bank Name: Absa Bank Botswana Limited
Branch Name: Government Enclave Branch
Branch Code: 290267
Swift Code: BARCBWGX
Current Account No.: 1009237
Account Type: Corporate Current
Youth companies or businesses will acquire the tender
documents at a charge of 50% of the selling price.
(Presidential Directive CAB 14 (B) 2015). Proof of youth
companies shall be requested.

Proposals or responses duly completed and signed shall be
posted in a Dropbox folder created by the bidder and link to
the folder shared with BDIH at procurement@bih.co.bw not
later than the closing date and time. Bids should be in a pdf
format. Proposals should be labelled “ Tender for supply and
delivery of Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
equipment for Botswana Digital and Innovation Hub, Tender
No: BDIH 001- 19.11.2021/22”
PROPOSALS SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO:
The Management Tender Committee Secretary
Botswana Digital and Innovation Hub
Icon Building, Ground Floor
First Steps Venture Center (FSVC)
Plot 69184, Block 8, Gaborone
Gaborone, Botswana
For
enquiries
call
+267
3913328
or
email
procurement@bih.co.bw. For more information you can
visit our website at www.bih.co.bw.
CLOSING DATE
The closing date and time for receipt of tender offers is
Wednesday 22nd December 2021 at 1000 hrs. Proposals
received will be opened shortly after the closing time in the
presence of bidders who may wish to attend or their
representatives.
NOTE
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Botswana Digital and
Innovation Hub is not bound to accept the lowest or any
proposals or enter into any agreement with interested
bidders/companies. Further, BDIH reserves the right to cancel
the tender without providing any reasons.
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OPPOSITION YOUTH SUPPORT
KHAMA ‘HIDING’ IN SA

Warn that failure to uphold the rule of law could tarnish the image of Botswana
GAZETTE REPORTER

O

pposition youth leagues have
expressed their support for
former president Ian Khama’s
continued self-imposed ‘exile’ in South
Africa. Khama left for South Africa two
weeks ago amid reports that the Directorate of Intelligence and Security Service (DISS) was planning to search his
residence and ultimately arrest him.
The leader of the Alliance for Progressives Youth League (APYL), Gaone Ma-

jere, says Khama reserves the right to
seek refuge anywhere to protect his life
because the current climate in the country is noxious.
“Khama is a human being just like
other people. So if he feels that his life
is at risk, he reserves the liberty to protect it by staying where he feels he will
be safe,” Majere said, adding that if anyone thinks Khama has done something
wrong, they should allow the justice system to take its course.

INVITATION
INVITATION TO
TO TENDER
TENDER
Suitably qualified, experienced and fully registered Citizen
Suitably qualified and experienced Companies are
owned entities (100% Citizen Ownership) are hereby invited to
hereby
to tender
for the
following services
to
tender forinvited
the following
services
to Debswana
Diamond ComDebswana
Diamond
Company
(Pty)
Ltd
at
Jwaneng
pany (Pty) Ltd at Jwaneng Mine:

Mines:

1. Doc801169356 – SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF GREY WATER
AT GALAXY
STADIUM
AT PERSONNEL
JWANENG.
PROVISION
FOR
HEALTH
LOCUM

SERVICES AT JWANENG MINE HOSPITAL FOR DEB-

Brief
SWANA
The scope of services entail the daily supply of wastewater
from maturation ponds to fill up 70 cubic litter reservoirs with
BRIEF
grey
water for the purpose of football pitch and bowling greens
Debswana
suitably
qualified
Companies
who
irrigation,
for ainvites
contracted
duration
of Thirty-Six
(36) Months.

are fully licensed and registered with the Govern2.
Doc801820550
– PROVISION
OF MEAL
PACKS
ment
of Botswana
or Internationally
and
with (NIGHT
experiPACKS
MEAL
AND HOT
JWANENG
ence in- COLD
Locum
Services
to LUNCH
tender PACKS)
for the AT
PROVISION
MINE
FOR HEALTH PERSONNEL LOCUM SERVICES AT
JWANENG MINE HOSPITAL FOR DEBSWANA for a
Brief
contracted
Thirty
Six (36)
Months.
Only
The
scope ofduration
services ofshall
comprise
of food
preparation
Companies
who
can
demonstrate
commitment
to
(Night and Lunch Packs) and delivery into the Blue Area onthe
a
meaningful
employment
citizens,
localthe
procurement
daily
basis at Jwaneng
Mine.of
Services
include
provision of
as well as technical
in the use
execution
of works
consumables
required capability
for the intended
and maintaining
high
standard
of hygiene.
of similar
nature
and scale are invited to tender. This
tender is open to all 100% Citizen Owned Companies
3.
Doc799397243
– PROVISION
OF MINE
GARDEN
registered
with Debswana
and those
thatWIDE
are not.
SERVICES

SITE VISIT
Brief
There
is no
a SITE
The
scope
of requirement
services shallfor
cover
daily,VISIT
weekly and monthly
Mine-wide garden maintenance services including maintenance
of
verges. AreasON
shall
include Township Areas, Exco Residential
TENDERING
ARIBA
Properties
and
Mine
- Green SAP
and Blue
areas.
Debswana
has
adopted
Ariba
– an online bidding
and supplier management solution for all its tendering

4. Doc799446517 – PROVISION OF GARDEN SERVICES AT
and supplier registration requirements.
SPORTS FIELDS

Bidders who wish to participate in this tender will need
Brief
to register
interest
with daily,
Mr. Gweekly
Thapelo
at gthapeThe
scope of their
services
shall cover
and monthly
turf
lo3@Debswana.bw
; contactof+267
by the
management
and maintenances
verges71332853,
at the Golf Course,
Bowling
and other Sports
Amenity Grounds.
10th December
2021 and
at 1200hrs.
Site
It is Visit
important to note that bidders who are already regProspective tenderers are required to attend a Compulsory
istered
with Debswana on SAP Ariba are only required
Pre-Bid Meeting in order to get more clarity on the scope of
to
register
interest on
thewhich
RFP as
Part 2are
below.
services andtheir
the conditions
under
theper
services
to
be executed. Tenderers will also have an opportunity to ask
On the one
hand,
bidders
who are not registered with
questions
on the
scope
of services.

Debswana as Suppliers are required to complete the

Owing
to thesteps
on-going
pandemic,
theAriba
Pre-Bidplatform
Meetfollowing
in COVID-19
the Debswana
SAP
ing
will
be
conducted
via
Microsoft
Teams®
platform
in
lieu of
(Part 1 and Part 2):
Site Visits. The invitation to participate in the Pre-Bid meeting
will be sent to bidders who have registered their interest to
PART 1: REGISTERING
AS A VENDOR
ON SAP ARIBA
participate
as per the instructions
below:

InDoc801169356
order to participate
in any
event
on Ariba,
a supplier
1.
– SUPPLY
AND
DELIVERY
OF GREY
WAwill AT
need
to be registered
Ariba and have a valid SAP
TER
GALAXY
STADIUM ATonJWANENG.
Ariba Network Supplier account and profile by following

Date:
26th November
the steps
below: 2021
Time: 14:00 – 15:00Hrs
Venue: Online through Microsoft Teams ® Meeting

2. Doc801820550 – PROVISION OF MEAL PACKS (NIGHT
PACKS - COLD MEAL AND HOT LUNCH PACKS) AT JWANENG

plier management
solution forSAP
all its
tendering
and supplier
1.
Go to Debswana
Ariba
self-registration
registration requirements.
page:
http://www.debswana.com/Supply-Chain
Bidders who wish to participate in this tender will need to reg2.
Initiate
ister their interestAccount
with the creation:
following;
https://s1-eu.ariba.com/Sourcing/Main/aw?awh=r&a
wssk=sqF3982E&realm=debswana&dard=1
• Doc801169356 – Supply and Delivery of Grey Water at
3. GalaxyComplete
registration; and
Stadium: account
LMadikwe@debswana.bw
• Doc801820550
– Provision
of Meal
Packs: Supplier
MMpaesele@
4.
Once you have
SAP Ariba
Network
Acdebswana.bw
count
and access credentials, proceed as required on
• Doc799397243
– Provision of Mine Wide Garden Services:
Part
2 below:
EDihentse@debswana.bw
• Doc799446517 – Provision of Garden Services At Sports
PART
2: INDICATING INTEREST TO PARTICIPATE IN
Fields: EDihentse@debswana.bw

THE RFP (FOR ARIBA REGISTERED SUPPLIERS)
on or before 22nd November 2021.

1.
Register
interest
with Mr.with
Goitseone
at
Bidders
who your
are already
registered
DebswanaThapelo
on SAP Arigthapelo3@debswana.bw
contacton+267
71332853
on2
ba should just register their interest
the RFP
as per Part
below.
or
before 10th December 2021 at 1200hrs by following the steps below:
a. Send an email (to the above email address) with the
Bidders
who details;
are not registered with Debswana as Suppliers
following
will need to complete the following steps in the Debswana SAP
b.
Subject
of
the Email, “Provision of Health PersonAriba platform (Part 1 and Part 2):
nel Locum Services at Jwaneng Mine Hospital
for1:Debswana
Part
Registering as a vendor on SAP ARIBA
c. Name of the Company (as registered in Part 1 above);
d.
of the
Contact
To Name
participate
in any
event persons;
on Ariba, aand
supplier will need to be
registered
Ariba andofhave
SAP Ariba
Network
Supplie.
ContactonDetails
thea valid
Company
(Phone
Number,
er Email
account
and profile
following
thePhysical
steps below:
Address
andbyPostal
and
Address).
1. Debswana
Go to Debswana
SAP Ariba
self-registration
page: in the
2.
will then
invite
you to participate
https://s1-u.ariba.com/Sourcing/Main/aw?awh=r&awssth
RFPk=VgHHdkqr&realm=debswana&dard=1
on the 14 December 2021 at 1500hrs
3.
bycreation
Debswana, you will receive an email
2. Once
Initiateinvited
Account
notification
you registration
have been invited to participate on
3. Completethat
account
the
RFP
4. Once you have SAP Ariba Network Supplier Account and
4. access
Respond
to the proceed
RFP and
credentials,
to assubmit
per Partthrough
2 below: Ariba
platform
Part 2: Indicating Interest to Participate in the RFP (for

Ariba Registered Suppliers)
SUBMISSION
Bidders are required to submit their respective bids
1.
Register your interest with the following :
on
or before the 11th January 2022 at 1700hrs
• Doc801169356 – Supply and Delivery of Grey Water at
through
Debswana
SAP Ariba platform as per the
Galaxythe
Stadium:
LMadikwe@debswana.bw
instructions
to be provided.
• Doc801820550
– Provision of Meal Packs: MMpaesele@
debswana.bw

Offline
Tenders and
Tendersof Mine
received
via telephone,
· Doc799397243
– Provision
Wide Garden
Services:
EDihentse@debswana.bw
telex,
email or facsimile will not be considered.
· Doc799446517
– Provision
Garden
Services
At Sports
Debswana
reserves
the rightof to
accept
or reject
any
Fields:
EDihentse@debswana.bw
tender and does not bind itself to accept the lowest
tender.
nd
on or before 22
steps;

November 2021 by following the following

For any enquiries please contact Mr. G Thapelo at Tel:
+267
71332853
or above
e-mail:email
gthapelo3@debswana.bw
Send an
email (to the
address) with the following

details;
i. Subject of the Email and specify Name of tender e.g
“Doc801820550
- Provision
Packs”.
This
tender notice
can alsoofbeMeal
viewed
at: http://www.
ii. Name of the Company (as registered in Part 1 above)
debswana.com/Supply-Chain/Pages/Current-Publiciii. Name of the Contact persons
Tenders.aspx
iv. Contact Details of the Company (Phone Number, Email
Address and Postal and Physical Address)
2. Debswana will then invite you to participate in the RFP.

However, he said, it has become clear
that Khama is being harassed. “The former
president is being harassed because those
seeking to prosecute him are always failing
to present a strong case before the courts,
which clearly shows that DISS is being
used by the ruling party to fight personal
battles which are not beneficial to Batswana,” he asserted. “I doubt the sitting President would like to be treated the same way
when he leaves office.”
Majere said because of the continued
failure of DISS in court, the courts have
had enough of baseless accusations levelled against Khama. “We plead with the
BDP-led government to cease their Mickey
Mouse games of chasing Khama and to instead focus on how they can create jobs for
young people,” he said, adding that they
will continue to take sides with the aggrieved.
For his part, Botswana Congress Party
Youth League (BCPYL) leader Tlhabologo
Furniture said the rule of law should be
respected and that state organs should not
be used to settle political scores. “We believe that when someone has a court case,
they have to be served with papers in accordance with procedure but we now have
a situation whereby people want to settle
political scores,” Furniture said.
“We have been complaining about this
abuse of state organs. Even before the 2014
general elections the leader of the Umbrella
for Democratic Change (UDC) Duma Boko
was subjected to harassment.”
He warned that the continued harassment
of political opponents of the ruling Botswana Democratic Party could damage the image of the country.
The Publicity Secretary of the Botswana
Patriotic Front Youth League (BPFYL),
Amogelang Mokwena, also expressed his
support for Khama to prioritize protecting
his life by staying in a foreign country.
Mokwena said although they understand
Khama to be on vacation, he reserves the
liberty to go anywhere he wishes. “We respect Khama’s decision to go on vacation
because everyone deserves some time off,
especially when and if they feel a need for
having some space to themselves,” Mokwena noted.
He added that the BPF youth league has
always been vocal about DISS, saying that
they still maintain that the recent turn of
events in the courts show that DISS continues to harass opposition political leaders.
Mokwena said there is a need to exercise caution when dealing with the matter,
adding that failure to do so could dent the
country’s judicial system.
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Omicron And Market Sell-Off: Don’t Be
Surprised If There’s More Turbulence To Come
U

ntil the Omicron variant hit the headlines,
the signs were that 2021 was going to close
with a stellar stock-market performance.
Most markets have been on the rise since the beginning of the year, with the S&P500 up about 25% and
the FTSE All Share index up by about 10%.
There had certainly been some concern that share
valuations were irrationally high. This concern was
justified – especially if we take into account that most
markets closed 2020 on a positive note, too. Having
experienced the worst pandemic in 100 years, and
also a significant global recession, it seems nonsense
that stock markets should have gone so high – yet
there seemed no signs of anything that would stop
them.
But then came the news of the Omicron variant and
the fear that surrounds it, which led to a massive selloff on November 26 (and a partial rebound at the time
of writing). So what should we make of this? Are financial markets acknowledging that we have been in
a bubble, with share prices misaligned with the real
economy, or is this just a temporary panic before a
continuation upwards?
1. What we know so far
These are the facts: new coronavirus variant
B.1.1.529 spread significantly in South Africa and
Botswana and was identified as more contagious
and less controllable than previously known variants. Daily cases in South Africa are now nearing
3,000, which is still not much more than one-tenth of
the peak reached in July. Only 24.4% of the population is vaccinated.

Until the Omicron variant hit the headlines, the signs were that 2021 was going to close with a stellar stock-market
performance.
Cases of the Omicron variant have now been detectDespite the panic, Dr Angelique Coetzee – the doctor
ed in many other countries, including the UK, Egypt,
who first spotted the new variant, who also chairs the
Belgium and Ireland. With the World Health OrganizaSouth African Medical Association – has told the BBC
tion (WHO) warning that the new variant was likely
that symptoms linked to Omicron have been extremely
to spread further and “poses a very high global risk”,
mild. Meanwhile, pharmaceutical companies are anamany countries have closed their borders to air traflysing whether their vaccines provide safe enough profic from southern Africa. Simultaneously, the US, UK,
tection against Omicron, though we are yet to see conEU, India and several other nations have implemented
clusive results in any direction.
new restrictions on mobility and travel.
So it could well be that, despite the faster spread
To Page 14

JA MADI BEKE
LE BEKE MO
UNAYO!
Akola bontlha bongwe jwa P60 000.00
beke le beke fa o duela bagwebi le fa o
romela madi ka Unayo. Tobetsa *200# go
ikwadisa kana o downloade UNAYO.
Kgaisano e simolola ka 1 November 2021 go fitlhela 31 December 2021
gape ga e tsenelelwe ke batho ba dingwaga tse di ko tlase ga lesome le
boferabobedi (18).

#UnayoGongweLeGongwe #JaMadiBekeLeBeke

Go na le melawana
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POOR NETWORK BLAMED
FOR LATE PAYMENT OF
IPELEGENG WORKERS
Gov’t says Botswana Post has been
engaged and should improve the service
GAZETTE REPORTER

T

he government has blamed late payments of Ipelegeng workers by
Botswana Post on a poor digital money transfer network.
GHANZI 28 August 2015, Ipelegeng workers queuing at the Ghanzi Post Office to collect the
payment on 28 August 2018. (Pic:MONIRUL BHUIYAN/PRESS PHOTO)
Ipelegeng workers recently went two months without pay without any word regarding when next they may expect to be paid.
The Assistant Minister of Local Government and Rural Development, Setlhabelo Modukanele, told The Botswana
Gazette in an interview that Botswana
Post often faces challenges of network
disruption or failure to facilitate payment of Ipelegeng workers.
Ministry of Transport and Communications
“I am aware of incidences where
Private Bag 00414, Gaborone, Botswana,
Ipelegeng beneficiaries, particularly in
Tel: (+267) 3612000
remote areas, are sometimes paid late,”
Fax: (+267) 3907236
he said. “This is a result of network failure on the part of our contracted service
provider, Botswana Post. “My ministry
has engaged Botswana Post on the matter and we are hopeful that the issue will
be addressed.”
Ref: MT&C 4/2/23 I (31)
Modukanele said despite the challenges alluded, payments through the BoSALARY SCALE: E2 (P373,152 – P388,236) per annum
MANAGER (FINANCE AND
tswana Post have so far become the most
LEAVE: 30 Working days per annum
DEVELOPMENT) E2 X 1
preferred method, especially in remote
BENEFITS:
areas and that the parastatal has enough
Applications are invited from talented, decisive and self-driven
• Optional contributory Medical Aid Scheme (Government pays
resources to reach beneficiaries.
individuals for the above mentioned position in the Ministry of
50% and employee pays 50%).
Transport and Communications – Headquarters.
He added that his ministry will con• A contract of 24 to 36 months, with gratuity at the rate of 30%
payable upon end of contract.
tinue to use various methods of payment
MAIN PURPOSE OF THE JOB:
To provide leadership in the implementation, management and
such as electronic digital money transAPPLICATIONS:
coordination of finance and development functions.
Please quote the vacancy circular number and give the following
fers depending on the suitability of the
details:
KEY PERFORMANCE AREAS:
locality. “We are hard at work to ensure
• Advice the Ministry on financial and development issues.
a) Full names, postal address, date and place of birth.
that beneficiaries are paid on time before
• Monitor expenditure against the budget.
b) Full summary of career with duties (Curriculum Vitae) with
the start of the following month so that
• Provide monthly, quarterly and annual financials reports.
full dates.
• Monitor the implementation of financial regulations and
c) Certified copies of relevant certificates and National Identity
they too can buy specials,” Modukanele
procedures.
Card.
said.
• Monitor projects and maintenance works.
d) At least two (2) copies of recent work related references (with
• Develop operational guidelines and procedures.
The government temporarily halted
full contact details) confirming the relevant experience
• Improve divisional work processes.
• In case of Serving Public Officers, the following should be
the Ipelegeng programme last year after
• Review plans and programs to facilitate the implementation
provided
of development and finance strategies.
COVID-19 broke out, prompting calls to
• Date of first appointment
• Coordinate the development of the Ministry’s budget esti• Present post, salary grade and date of appointment thereto
restore it from across the country. Conmates.
• Monitor the budget for development projects.
cerned that the government wanted to
IMPORTANT:
• Coordinate preparation and manage the recurrent budget for All applications from Serving Public Officers must be routed
to discontinue it completely, Moswaane
the Ministry’s Parastatals.
through their Permanent Secretaries. Applications not so routed
said COVID-19 was only used as an
• Undertake any other related duties as may be assigned by
will not be considered. Applicants who do not meet the miniManagement.
mum requirements will not be responded to.
excuse for the popular labour intensive
programme. The MP added that the govKEY COMPETENCIES:
Applicants who meet the above requirements should apply to:
• Analytical and Strategic Thinking
ernment was indirectly stopping the pro• Deciding and Initiating Action
The Permanent Secretary
gramme which was set up under the Mil• Teamwork and Partnering
Ministry of Transport and Communications
• Communicating Effectively
lennium Development Goals in 2008.
P/Bag 00414
• Planning and Execution
Gaborone
“Each ward used to engage 100 people
• Supervision and Accountability
• Innovating and Driving Change
every month on a rotational basis but
Physical address:
• Delivering Quality Service
Or hand deliver to Westgate Mall, Ministry of Transport and
only 28 people per ward have been enCommunications at the Records Management Unit, Ground
gaged for 10 months,” he said about the
QUALIFICATIONS: Degree in Finance or Accounting or Business
Floor.
Administration or Economics
situation in his constituency. “What is
For any enquiries contact Recruitment & Selection Division
going to happen to thousands of others?”
EXPERIENCE: Fourteen (14) years’ experience in accounting or

RE-ADVERTISEMENT
VACANCY CIRCULAR NO. 6 OF 2021

Project Management of which two (2) years should have been
served at D1 level or equivalent.

at 3625525/3612031/3612000.

Closing Date: 03 December 2021
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Court of Appeal affirms
Gay Rights
LEGABIBO: The victory presents an opportunity for increased
public education and awareness about LGBTIQ issues
GAZETTE REPORTER

G

ay rights activists emerged victorious once again when the Court
of Appeal dismissed, with costs,
the appeal by the government to strike
down a High Court ruling that decriminalised same sex sexual activities in Botswana.
The appeal was heard before a fivejudge panel at the Court of Appeal on 12
October 2021 and the judgement passed
on Monday 29 November 2021.
The appeal by government, through the
Attorney General, follows the 2019 High
Court ruling that overturned a colonialera law that punished gay sex by up to
seven years in prison, stating that it was
unconstitutional. The judgment, which
had attracted international attention, was
seen as a landmark for gay rights activists
in a case that attracted international attention for the decision that put Botswana
among a select group of African countries that upheld LGBTIQ rights.
In a unanimous decision, Justices Kirby, Rannowane, Lesetedi, Gaongalelwe
and Garekwe found that the Penal Code
provisions [sections 164(a) and 164(c)]
violated the right to privacy, the right to
security of persons and equal protection,
as well as the right to freedom from discrimination.
When he handed down the ruling,
Court President Justice Ian Kirby said
these provisions are no longer relevant
and have “outlived their usefulness”.
“In my judgement, they have been
rendered unconstitutional by the march
of time and the change of circumstances,” he intoned. “At present, they serve
only to stigmatise gay men unnecessarily, which has a harmful effect on them,
and as far as I am (concerned), there has
never been any prosecution of a woman,
or even any thought of doing so, for the
offence of sodomy.”
“Those sections have outlived their
usefulness and serve only to incentivise
law enforcement agents and others to become key-hole peepers and intruders into
the private space of citizens. That, in my
view, is neither in the public interest, nor
in the nature of Batswana.”
Justice Kirby therefore agreed with
High Court Judge J. Leburu to strike
down the two sections on the grounds
that they breach the fundamental right to
privacy as well.
Representing the state, Advocate Sydney Pilane had urged the court not to assume that Batswana would accept and
respect homosexuals based on a court order even though they respect courts. He
argued that the matter ought to be taken
to Parliament as it is responsible for laws
and policies, and not courts of law.
On the other hand, the attorney representing LEGABIBO, Tshiamo Rantao,
had argued that members of the LGBT
community were entitled to protection of
their constitutional rights and that criminalising homosexuality enables stigma
and negative attitudes towards gay people.
Said the CEO of LEGABIBO, Thato
Moruti, welcoming the decision: “Today
is a momentous day in history, a victo-

rious win in ascertaining the liberty, privacy and dignity of the LGBTIQ persons
in Botswana.”
Moruti added that the decision presented an opportunity for increased public
education and awareness about LGBTIQ
issues.

An Activist carrying a rainbow flag outside the Botswana High Court on November 29, 2021 celebrating as the court of appeal dismissed the appeal by the Goverment of Botswana against the Botswana
High Court rule of decriminalising homosexuality. (Pic:Monirul Bhuiyan/PRESS PHOTO)
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Gov’t must also
take blame for
lack of regulations
for festivals

T

he recent scenes that flooded social media, taken from a musical festival in Francistown were nothing but disappointing,
deeply disturbing and should never be accepted.
The behaviour of revellers and disregard for COVID-19 measures should also be condemned. It is
not only revellers who are to be blamed but some
local event promoters who fail to enforce the ‘no
mask, no entry’ principle as well as provide sanitation points for their audiences.
Nonetheless, although government through the
Ministry of Youth, Sport and Culture (MYSC)
has come forward to speak against these awful
scenes and threatened a ban over the entertainment industry, it must also be quick to accept the
blame for failing to put measures and protocols
in place for the reopening of the entertainment
industry.
Even during the 16 months long state of emergency (SoE) it had always been clear that most
Batswana could not hide the feeling of wanting
to return to the late night life and groove, hence
the emergence of ‘Secret Location parties’ during
the course of the SoE. In the early quarter of the
year, proposals were set before both government
and the COVID-19 presidential task force by the
Botswana Promoters Association on the smooth
easing of regulations for the entertainment industry but instead, most if not all the terms that
were proposed were brushed aside, government
continued to shut out other key stakeholders in
preparation for the end of the SoE.
Although the scenes from the Makhadzi festival
held at Molapo Crossing in October came as a
huge bombshell for President Mokgweetsi Masisi, subsequently fearing a possible spike in COVID-19 cases, it did more than just expose government’s lack of preparedness in the reopening of
the entire economy. Government has even failed
to police the wearing of masks, sanitation points
or adherence to social distancing at any musical
festival since the end of the SoE.
As a result government must not decide to come
up with a knee jerk reaction approach to this matter and ultimately impose hard and even stricter
measures for the entertainment industry without
consultations. Masisi, the task force and cabinet
should bear in mind that this is the same industry
that has been one of the most affected by the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Some promoters have also invested millions in preparing for
their December festivals.
It is our view that it would be a lot more ideal
that before government makes any decision on
imposing new measures for the entertainment industry, that they engage all relevant stakeholders,
chief amongst them being the promoters association and artists to curve a better and safer way
forward.

Activists carry a rainbow flag outside the Botswana High Court on November 29, 2021 celebrating as the court of appeal dismissed
the appeal by the Goverment of Botswana against the Botswana High Court rule of decriminalising homosexuality. (Pic:Monirul
Bhuiyan/PRESS PHOTO)

More Education On
The New Corona
Variant Is Needed
T

he UDC has been following events since
the outbreak of the new variant of COVID-19. Our government’s response has
been sluggish as always. The variant that was
first discovered in Botswana was reported by UK
news streams while we knew nothing. When the
news reached Botswana, there was panic, confusion and mixed reactions among citizens because
it took longer than reasonable to get an official
statement from our government.
The secrecy around the origin of the virus, its
nature and what the government is doing to try
and curb its further spread is worrying. It further presents uncertainty in an already battered
economy.
Just like at the beginning of the pandemic, the
Government of Botswana is once again caught
napping and unprepared to deal effectively with
the virus.
While others countries are busy putting mea-

sures in place to protect their citizens from contracting this virus, which we hear spreads very
fast, the government is once again taking its time
to respond. There is no public education on the
new variant. As at yesterday, there were 19 confirmed cases of this new variant in Botswana.
The UDC calls upon the government to immediately explain to Botswana the nature of this
virus and how it is going to deal with it. The government should consider giving booster doses to
the elderly as the efficacy of the vaccines they
took earlier has been weakened with passage of
time. They are the most vulnerable group.
Those who are eligible but have not vaccinated
should do so as a matter of urgency. We further
implore the nation to continue being vigilant at
all times by wearing masks, social distancing, sanitising and washing hands to stay safe from this
deadly virus.
MOETI MOHWASA
UDC COMMUNICATIONS
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Omicron
And
Market
Sell-Off
From Page 9

of the infection, its ultimate health,
social and economic impact proves
negligible. We simply do not know at
this point. But detecting more uncertainty than before, financial markets
have reacted with panic. For example,
the S&P500 tumbled 2.3% on Friday
November 26 only to rise 1.1% on
Monday November 29. Most markets
gave up between 2% and 4%, which
is a pretty substantial one-day fall.
Future dangers

What worries me most
about the current economic
environment is not so
much the possibility that
a new wave of infections
pushes the beginning of
the recovery even further
back, but that the great
uncertainty regarding
the end of the pandemic
hinders our ability to make
decisions for the future.
What worries me most about the current economic environment is not so
much the possibility that a new wave
of infections pushes the beginning of
the recovery even further back, but that
the great uncertainty regarding the end
of the pandemic hinders our ability to
make decisions for the future. For example, companies are deferring important investments until the dust clears
(like expanding current businesses or
making acquisitions). Similarly, staff
increases may be put off to avoid the
risk of downsizing if the pandemic
worsens again.
The real concern is that this is for reasons that are difficult to resolve in any
quick timeframe: the winding road towards immunising the whole world, the
lack of information about the effectiveness of the vaccine against all possible
COVID variants, and the feeling that
we cannot see the light at the end of the
tunnel because the tunnel is longer than
we thought.
It does not bode well if we compare
monthly stock returns of the S&P500 in
2020 and 2021. If we exclude January
and February as pre-pandemic months
in most countries in 2020 (and exclude
December 2021 since we don’t yet have
data), it is striking to observe that 2020
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was better in six out of nine months (the
exceptions being March, June and September).
I remember how, back on New Year’s
Eve 2020, I toasted 2021 – thinking that it
could not be any worse than what we were
leaving behind. But it is becoming clear
that uncertainty today is even greater than
a year ago, when we did even not have the
vaccines that we have today.
Until we know when we will get rid of
this virus and how our economies will regain strength, it will be too early to talk
about recovery. So while investors and
pension holders may see markets rising further into irrational territory in the
weeks and months ahead, they will also be
vulnerable to unpredictable lurches back
down.
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CAITLYN JACOBS

LAONE SIVIYA
WINNER OF BRONZE AWARD IN
QUEEN’S COMMONWEALTH
ESSAY COMPETITION 2021͘



SHE HAS BEEN SELECTED TO
REPRESENT BOTSWANA IN
ARCHERY 2021.




MELISSA TESELETSO
WINNER OF LITTLE EINSTEIN
PROGRAMME ON GABS FM
2021.













POSITION 1: LETSO GAOLEBOGWE (Left)

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT THE SCHOOL
AT:
Tel: (+ 267) 3973610
Cell: (+267) 72123366 (Admin)
(+267) 72303366 (Head)
email: cashier@legaeprimary.com
administrator@legaeprimary.com

POSITION 2: GOFIWA KGOSIEMANG (Right)
OUR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP WINNERS
IN FENCING 2021.

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR 2022 FROM STD 1 – STD 6.
Enrol Now!


Find us on

@Legae English Medium School 

www.legaeprimary.com

the first one third of the bonus. For example, only P 400
000 of an expatriate’s bonus of P600 000 would be subject
to PAYE. In other words, P 200 000 is exempt from PAYE.
It is14
important to state that for the exemption to apply,
Page
the bonus must be contractual. Where possible, it must be
a predetermined figure such as a fixed amount or a percentage of the salary so that the ‘entitled’ condition doesn’t
become questionable. In addition, it is our view that for the
bonus exemption to hold, it must be paid in intervals of at
least 2 years, i.e. the exemption mustn’t apply in each year.
We borrow the 2 years from a divisional guidance note issued by BURS which states that for a gratuity payable to
an expatriate to be exempt, the minimum period of service
must be 2 years. We see a close link between the bonus and
gratuity principles.
We must state that the Act does not restrict expatriates to
either a bonus or a gratuity, i.e. the expats can be entitled to
both the bonus & gratuity and enjoy the one third exemption on both payments.
This article is of a general nature and is not meant to
address particular matters of any person. Please contact us on the details below for tax consulting or to join
our free Tax whatsapp group.

Non-working
Directors
Suffer WHT
Not PAYE

TAFA J
IN THE HIGH COURT OF THE REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA
HELD AT LOBATSE

tax column

In the matter between:
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOTSWANA LIMITED
and
KELESITSE RAYMOND GILIKA
PORTIA TEBOGO GILIKA
WHALERS (PTY) LTD

CASE NO. CVHGB-000029-18
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Plaintiff
First Defendant
Second Defendant
Third Defendant

NOTICE OF SALE IN EXECUTION
BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to judgment granted in the above Honourable Court on 7th
November 2018, the First and Second Defendants’ property will be sold by auction to the highest bidder by
Deputy Sheriff Omphemetse Peter Kaisara.
DATE
: 2nd November 2021
TIME OF SALE
: 10.30 am
PLACE OF SALE
: Lot 21028, Gaborone West Extension 5
PROPERTY TO BE SOLD : Piece of land being Lot 21028, Gaborone West Extension 5, measuring 770m2
(Seven Hundred and Seventy Square Metres); held under Deed of Transfer No. 163/2006 dated 31st day
of January 2006 made in favor of KELESITSE RAYMOND GILIKA with some developments thereon being a
castle type 4 bedrooms house, master ensuite, sitting room, kitchen, bathroom, toilet and shower, dining room,
swimming pool, staff quarters, office, study room, paving, screen wall, electric fence and sliding gate.
Terms and conditions

:

Cash or Bank Guaranteed cheques.

DATED AT GABORONE THIS 22nd DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2021.
Deputy Sheriff Omphemetse P Kaisara (71222244)
C/o Serole & Partners
The Courtyard, Lot 54513, Unit 1
P O Box 1679 ABG, Sebele, GABORONE

H/W DIPATE
IN THE SURBORDINATE COURT OF THE FIRST CLASS OF KANYE
HELD AT LOBATSE
In the matter between:
LETSIBOGO SAVINGS AND CREDIT COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
And
KOPANO MAIKANO

CASE NO: CCMKY-000347-20
PLAINTIFF
DEFENDANT

FILING NOTICE

TAX AND YOUR BUSINESS

Jonathan hore gavin Mashiri
Managing tax
tax supervisor
PERSONAL
HOUSE SALES
Consultant

instruct the paying organisations to deduct a higher tax
work full-time for the organisations paying the directors
TO: KOPANO MAIKANO an adult male of full legal capacity, employed as a driver by the local government resident in
Kanye
whose
P. O. Box board
M842, Kanye
whose fuller
and better particulars
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tax.
On
the otherCOMMERCE
hand, the
WHT is a final tax to nonPLOT 104 UNIT 1B,
P Oresident
BOX 504130directors, i.e. they don’t submit returns in BoGABORONE
tswana, although the paying company is to register them
with BURS for what is called a PIN. Double Taxation
Avoidance Agreements do not vary the tax rate of 15%
applicable to non-resident directors. Payers of the fees
must never promise the directors that they will obtain a
This article is of a general nature and is not meant to
foreign tax credit on the Botswana WHT as that is depenaddress particular matters of any person. Please contact
dent on the laws of the country of the directors.
us on the details below for tax consulting or to join our
It is also important to note that resident directors can’t
free Tax whatsapp group.
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On the other hand, the WHT is a final tax
to non-resident directors, i.e. they don’t
submit returns in Botswana, although the
paying company is to register them with
BURS for what is called a PIN. Double
Taxation Avoidance Agreements do not
vary the tax rate of 15% applicable to
non-resident directors.

ZzKhd,EydZEZ&dZ͍

Please contact us on the above details for
tax consulting, tax training or to join our
free Tax whatsapp group.
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Although the entities were not entirely new, the recent granting of two new banking licences by the Bank of Botswana
should shake things up for the benefit of the consumer in the banking sector.
corporate customers from which newly established
banks, being small initially, would normally be excluded by prudential limits on the percentage of capital
that could be loaned to any one customer,” the study
observed.

The number of licensed
commercial banks in Botswana
did not materially change.
When the central bank finally
grants BBS Limited an absolute
banking licence, that will bring
the number of commercial banks
in the country to 10.

The study states that FNBB took over Zimbank Botswana, Bank of Credit and Commerce Botswana and Financial Services Company.
GAZETTE REPORTER
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he commercial banking sector may be in see vigorous competition that should result in greater
benefit to the consumer.
While no completely new bank has entered the market, the recent granting of two new licences by the Bank
of Botswana (BoB) of has given the sector a facelift.
The year 2021 has seen BBS Limited, a statutory financial institution by origin, being granted a provisional
banking licence to conduct activities in the commercial
banking sector.
Thereafter, Access Bank Botswana Limited was
granted a banking licence to transact commercial banking business in Botswana following its acquisition of
majority shares (78.15 percent) in African Banking Corporation Holdings Limited in African Banking Corporation of Botswana Limited’s BancABC Botswana.
Access Bank is a pan-African bank with headquarters
in Nigeria. Accordingly BancABC is now called Access
Bank Botswana Limited.
The number of licensed commercial banks in Botswana did not materially change. When the central bank finally grants BBS Limited an absolute banking licence,
that will bring the number of commercial banks in the
country to 10. According to Bank of Botswana, as at

31 December, 2020 the number of licensed commercial
banks was nine.
The view of a boost in competition borrows from the
trend that was observed when First National Bank Botswana (FNBB) entered the market in 1991. For a long
time until then, Botswana’s banking sector was oligopolistic as it was dominated by two British banks, Barclays (now ABSA) and Standard Chartered (StanChart).
Along the way came FNBB and its entry was characterised by robust expansion. FNBB quickly climbed to the
top and has remained there with ABSA and StanChart.
BoB’s 2020 banking supervision annual report indicates that the large banks in Botswana are ABSA,
StanChart, FNBB and Stanbic. The small banks are BancABC (now Access Bank PLC), Bank of Baroda, Bank
Gaborone, FCB, BoI and Bank SBI . The remarkable
expansion of FNBB is captured by the study of Charles
Harvey titled “Banking Policy in Botswana: Orthodox
but Atypical,” which narrates the bank’s fortune of opportune acquisitions that it made, which catapulted it to
play in the big league.
The study states that FNBB took over Zimbank Botswana, Bank of Credit and Commerce Botswana and
Financial Services Company. “It therefore became large
enough to compete with the established banks in a very
short period of time, including competition for large

FNBB went on to show aggression by bagging quite
a number of ‘firsts’ in the local banking sector, many
of which have come to be of good service to consumers. It may have been that FNBB leveraged certain
situations which allowed favourable acquisitions, but
it also proved to be a force to be reckoned with by actively competing to rise to the top. Additionally. With
Stanbic Bank put into the competition mix it was then
that the oligopolistic nature of the banking sector was
no more. This demonstrated that the race is not about
who was first in the game.
The entry of BBS Limited and Access Bank PLC
should become another key ingredient in changing
the flavour of the local banking sector. BBS Limited
comes in with an advantage of mortgage lending, a
long standing strength since its origin. If BBS Limited
uses this advantage, it could not only advance its position but also bring about benefitting developments.
Access Bank PLC, on the other hand, is one of the top
banks in Nigeria with a strong footprint in Africa.
The Competition Authority concluded that the takeover of BancABC will not change its market share because Access Bank is a new entrant into the Botswana
banking industry without existing banking activities. It
added that Access Bank will not obtain any dominant
position on account of the transaction. Nonetheless,
the Authority noted that the merger “provides an opportunity to implement the acquiring enterprise’s expansion strategy throughout the country and this will
not only bring competition in the banking services but
also employment”.
It remains to be seen how aggressive Access Bank’s
expansion strategy will be and to what extent it will
shake things up in the local banking sector.
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Decline in
Botswana’s
Export Bill
Recorded
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Multi-listed mining company expects that it will generate revenue between $185 and $215 million in 2022, the company has said.

Lucara Forecasts
its 2022 Revenue
to Exceed $185m
The company expects to mine between 4.6 and 5.6 million tonnes in 2022
GAZETTE REPORTER

M

ulti-listed mining company expects that it
will generate revenue between $185 and $215
million in 2022, the company has said.
Lucara’s forecast assumes that 100 percent of the carats recovered will come from the higher value M/PK(S)
and EM/PK(S) units within the South Lobe in accordance
with the mine plan, therefore generating such revenue.
“The company will continue to use three different sales
channels to maximise revenue and generate consistent
cash flow to support the company’s operations and its investment in the underground expansion project,” it says
in its operating guidance for 2022 released recently.
Known for producing top gems from its Karowe Diamond Mine in Botswana, the Canadian comapby says
higher value stones greater than +10.8 carats in size will
continue to enter the manufacturing pipeline at HB, giving it exposure to polished prices and regular cash flow
from the highest value portion of the Karowe production.
“Quarterly tenders and regular sales through Clara, primarily for stones less than 10.8 carats in size, will continue consistent with the practice from previous years,”
Lucara says.
Following the successful project financing for the
Karowe underground expansion project in mid-2021, the
open pit mine plan was revised to extend the life of the
open pit into 2026. “Centre lobe material, combined with
ore from the underground development, will replace lower grade stockpiles towards the end of the open pit mine
life,” the mining company states.
“In 2022, the company expects to mine between 4.6
and 5.6 million tonnes, of which ore tonnes mined represent approximately two thirds of total tonnes mined. The
assumptions for carats recovered and sold as well as the

number of tonnes processed are consistent with achieved
performance in recent years.”
In 2022, Lucara expects capital costs for the under-

“Quarterly tenders and
regular sales through Clara,
primarily for stones less
than 10.8 carats in size, will
continue consistent with
the practice from previous
years,” Lucara says.
ground expansion to be up to $110 million and will focus on the commencement of shaft sinking activities, the
commissioning of power and detailed engineering for the
underground development.
“Sustaining capital and project expenditures are expected to be up to $17 million with a focus on completion of a community sports facility, dewatering activities
and an expansion of the tailings storage facility,” says the
company.
Says Lucara CEO and President, Eira Thomas, about
the announcement: “The business environment for diamonds and diamond jewellery is the healthiest we’ve
seen in several years, spurred on by an improvement in
global supply and demand fundamentals, a trend which is
expected to continue.”

otswana’s total export value dropped by P1.1
billion (15.9 percent) from the revised figure
of P7.1 billion recorded in August 2021 to P6.1
billion during September 2021, this publication has established.
According to the International Merchandise Trade
Statistics Digest of September 2021 released by Statistics Botswana, the decline in the country’s export bill
was due to a reduction in the exportation of Diamonds
and Copper & Nickel.
“Diamonds dropped by 13.9 percent (P858 million)
from the revised value of P6.188 billion for August
2021 to P5.330 billion during the current period,” says
Statics Botswana in the trade digest. “Copper & Nickel
fell by 37.7 percent (P149.5 million) from P396.7 million to P247.2 million.”
With the P5.3 billion figure, the Diamonds group accounted for 87.7 percent of the exports, followed by
Copper & Nickel and Machinery & Electrical Equipment with 4.1 percent (P247.2 million) and 3.1 percent
(P188.5 million) respectively.
Statistics Botswana says Asia was the main destination for Botswana exports, having received 57.1 percent (P3, 472.3 million) of total exports during September 2021.
“These exports were mainly destined to the UAE and
Singapore, having received 19.9 percent (P1, 206.6
million) and 13.6 percent (P824.2 million) of total exports, respectively,” notes Statistics Botswana. “The
top most exported commodity group to the regional
block was Diamonds.”
In the period under review, they were valued at P6.5
billion, reflecting a decline of 26.2 percent from the

To Page 17
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Shareholders in BSE and JSE-listed supermarket giant Choppies have won a major court victory in their battle to recover damages of
more than P451m (R621m) from auditors Price Waterhouse Coopers and its Managing Partner Rudi Binedell.

Judge Criticises PwC’s Rudi
Binedell for “Compromising”
Choppies Audit Report
Choppies largest shareholders Ottapathu and Ismail are suing PwC and Binedell
for a combined P451 500 185 (R621 795 014) for losses on the BSE and another
R416 680 (P340 160) for losses on the JSE
GAZETTE REPORTER
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hareholders in BSE and JSE-listed supermarket
giant Choppies have won a major court victory
in their battle to recover damages of more than
P451m (R621m) from auditors Price Waterhouse Coopers and its Managing Partner Rudi Binedell.

Binedell has been harshly criticised by Justice Boipuso Tshweneyagae of the High Court who found he had
delayed the Choppies Enterprises Ltd’s audit report because a job he had been offered at Choppies had not
materialised.
His judgement said of Binedell: “…(his) alleged conduct is also an issue. The allegation is that he was not

Decline in Botswana’s
Export Bill Recorded
From Page 16

revised August 2021 value of P8.8 billion. According to Statistics Botswana,
the decline was led by the fall in the importation of Diamonds and Fuel, which
decreased by 57.0 percent (P2, 031.6 million) and 19.6 percent (P210.0 million) respectively.
Diamonds contributed 23.3 percent (P1, 531.4 million) to total imports.
Food, Beverages & Tobacco and Machinery & Electrical Equipment followed with contributions of 14.5 percent (P950.3 million) and 14.1 percent
(P923.8 million) respectively.
Statistics Botswana says imports from SACU, contributed 77.9 percent
(P5, 109.5 million) to total imports during the reference period. Diamonds,
Food, Beverages & Tobacco and Fuel were the topmost imported commodity groups from the Southern African Customs Union, with contributions of
19.1 percent (P974.9 million), 17.4 percent (P888.6 million) and 15.3 percent
(P781.8 million) to total imports respectively.
“South Africa contributed 66.0 percent (P4, 328.2 million) to total imports
during the reporting period,” says the digest. “Food, Beverages & Tobacco
and Fuel made contributions of 20.1 percent (P871.0 million) and 15.5 percent (P670.5 million), respectively to imports from South Africa.”
Meanwhile, Botswana recorded a trade deficit of P482.9 million in September 2021.
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(at) arm’s length in his auditing of the Choppies books
as he had been offered a job with significant shareholding as incentive.
“When this did not materialise, he used his position
as the key lead auditor to compromise the publication
of the audit report beyond the publication deadline of
30th September 2018.
“Prima facie…(his) independence as a dispassionate and professional auditor was impaired once he
engaged in potential employment discussions with
Choppies. He should have recused himself from leading the audit.”
The judge found in favour of an application by
Choppies’ two largest shareholders, Ram Ottapathu
and Farouk Ismail, to compel PwC and Binedell to
provide details of the defence they would raise in answer to allegations that they had caused damage to
Choppies by delaying the audit report.
Ottapathu and Ismail are suing PwC and Binedell
for a combined P451 500 185 (R621 795 014) for losses on the Botswana Exchange as a result of the delayed
publication of Choppies financial results on the Botswana Stock Exchange, as well as another R416 680
(P340 160) for the similar delay on the Johannesburg
bourse. They allege that PwC’s actions caused the loss
of over 75 percent of Choppies market value.
The judge ruled, with costs, that PwC and Binedell
provide the two shareholders with further particulars
of their defence. “The information sought from the defendants is necessary to enable the plaintiffs to plead
and for the court to equally appreciate the issues in
dispute,” he said.
“It is important and must be provided to avoid the
parties and the court being caught by surprise. The disputes must be recorded in the pleadings with sufficient
precision to enable someone other than the combatants
to ascertain what is in dispute between them.”
Justice Tshwenyagae noted that in their heads of
argument, PwC and Binedell had summarised their
defence by saying that the audit contract with Choppies never stipulated an absolute deadline for the audit
report. Secondly, the deadline was expressly subject to
Choppies furnishing the defendants with draft audited
financial statements (AFS) as well as the necessary
information to audit the draft AFS, well ahead of the
deadline.
PwC was ordered to pay the costs, including the cost
of the senior counsel.
The judge ruled that the matter will go to trial from 9
to 20 May 2022 and said there would be no relaxation
of the timelines he specified for the information to be
supplied.
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New COVID-19 variant
casts a shadow on
the Christmas season

• Entertainment industry in a state of panic
• MYSC says entertainment industry cannot aff ord closure
• But President recently threatened a hard lockdown
GOSEGO MOTSUMI

J

ust like in the past year, Batswana
could find themselves spending
Christmas under a hard lockdown
following confirmation of cases of a new
Coronavirus variant known as B.1.1.529
in the country last week.
Hardly two months after the re-opening
of the performance industry alongside
the rest of the economy, the Ministry of

Health and Wellness (MoH) has confirmed
that the new variant that is showing up at
a party like an unwelcome gate crusher is
the most infectious ever. Local scientists
had initially reported four cases of the
variant in foreign nationals who had entered Botswana on a diplomatic mission.
“Although the four cases have since left
the country, contact tracing is ongoing and
all contacts who have so far been identified in the country have no COVID-19

symptoms and have tested negative,” said
the Permanent Secretary at MoH, Christopher Nyanga, in a press statement last
week.
“More intimate and complex analysis of
these new COVID-19 positive cases are
being conducted to search for any trace of
this new virus. Since this is a new development, information on the virus is still
(being gathered) and no major conclusions can be drawn as yet.”

CliCk this icon to join our private
WhatsApp group to receive your own
weekly copy of The Gazette for free!
News of the new variant sent shockwaves throughout the country, filling
show organizers with consternation for
implications on their calendar of events
for the festive season and money spent on
pre-planning. Batswana were understandably delighted when vaccines cleared the
way for artists to return to the stage but
the new variant is likely to get in the way
of the jolly good time of gigs and family
gatherings.
“We knew we were living in unprecedented times but when the reality struck
that we could back to a total shutdown,
we got worried because events don’t
come cheap,” promoter Lecco Kenosi
told Time Out. “This also means that
most of us will accumulate more debt
without any source of income to pay for
cancelled shows.”
But Gilbert “PP” Seagile of Gilbert
Promotions is one bit optimistic and says
it is important to be levelheaded and not
to panic yet. “This is a 50/50 situation,”
he said in an interview. “While some may
naturally panic because we can’t tell the
future, some promoters are really not
troubled.”
Meanwhile, somewhat in line with
Seagile’s thinking, the latest weekly
COVID-19 report by the government
has shown that the new variant has not
sparked a spike in new cases of COVID-19 in the country as the numbers remain low. A month ago, President Mokgweetsi Masisi warned that he may be
forced to shut down the entertainment
industry and impose a heavy lockdown
if the infection rate spikes because of
carelessness at festivals and other mass
events.
A weekend statement from the Ministry of Youth, Sports and Culture (MYSC)
also warned event organizers and revellers of the repercussions of disregarding
COVID-19 protocols, especially in the
face of the new B.1.1.529 rapidly transmissible variant.
“A disregard of protocols at music
festivals may leave government with no
option but to review the current statutory
instruments, including an entertainment
ban,” the statement said. “The entertainment industry cannot afford closure. The
ministry therefore appeals to both promoters and revellers to ensure COVID-19
prevention measures are complied with.”
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Mophato returns with “Lore”
• A new riveting tale that interrogates modern and traditional parenting
• New production slated for Maitisong Theatre on 14-15 December

In past productions, Mophato Dance Troupe has
remained consistent with flawless choreography and
giving patrons their money’s worth.
GOSEGO MOTSUMI

wreaked havoc, Mophato Dance Theatre is
set to return with an electrifying new piece
titled “Lore” at Maitisong Theatre on 14
and 15 December 2021.
The new production emanates from

A
Once again, here
comes Berry Heart …
fter setting the bar high for performance stages in Botswana and
internationally before COVID-19

a Setswana expression or idiom “Lore
le Ojwa le sale metsi,” which means the
earlier children start learning right from
wrong, the better because it becomes harder to teach them when they are older.
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“The riveting tale interrogates modern
and traditional parenting or parenting in
the past,” the Marketing and Project Director of Mophato Dance Theatre, Kealeboga Motsumi, said in an interview. Lore
transcends and sheds light on the day-today issues of raising a child in a time when
parenting is proving to be a complicated
process in today’s ever-changing environment.
Under the directorship of Andrew Kola,
the pioneers of Afro-fusion and contemporary dance in Botswana, Mophato Dance
Theatre holds that working together to
raise children can raise well-rounded and
respectful members of society.
Said Motsumi: “Parenting is a complex
process in which parents and children
influence each other. It can be both exciting and heartbreaking. Given the rapidly changing environment, it can seem a
hopeless endeavour. However, if we work
together as a nation, we can raise wonderful and respectful members of society. ‘It
takes a village to raise a child,’ goes an African saying.”
In past productions, Mophato Dance
Troupe has remained consistent with flawless choreography and giving patrons
their money’s worth. The group focuses
on contemporary dance theatre but it also
features dance and vocals in other genres
such as pantsula and hip-hop.
In 2017, the dance ensemble received a
standing ovation in New York during the
36th annual Battery Dance Festival and
on Broadway for their “Pula” production.
The production demonstrated different
rituals from Hosana, Seperu, Tsutsube, integration of contemporary African movements, as well as Christianity Botswana’s
different societies. The dance piece was
acclaimed as a true representation of Botswana for its portrayal of the struggles of
Batswana as a nation.

From dressing news anchors for YTV, the unstoppable Berry Heart and
the private television station have created a new show styled The Craft
that will keep viewers agog as she prepares to display her eponymous
brand at the 14th edition of Swahili Fashion Week in Dar-es-Salaam,
Tanzania on 5 December. Staff Writer GOSEGO MOTSUMI reports

W

hat started off as a proposal for
Berry Heart Creations to dress
news anchors for private TV
station YTV has resulted in creation of a
TV show. The local fashion house teamed
up with the TV station to produce a TV
show dubbed “The Craft” that was officially launched in Gaborone recently.
Said the General Manager of YTV,
Rykie Wade, at the launch: “When I started talking to Berry Heart, I realized she
was a hard working jack of all trades. This
show is a very special moment in our lives
and we would like to share it with you.”
“We have already shot eight episodes
of The Craft. I think this programme will
be a hit and our viewers will definitely enjoy the journey. In the first episode, Berry
Heart introduces herself and her life story
before taking you on a journey of the fashion craft.”
In the new show, Berry Heart - whose
real name is Keotshepile Motseonageng
- takes viewers on a journey of fabric
colours and designs of different African
countries from South Africa and Ethiopia to Senegal. She pairs this exclusive
content with her life stories about living

abroad in France and Germany. The show
resonates with the Berry Heart Creations
brand that is a gallery of national cultures
that has tapped into the African culture
market to show that indeed fashion originated on the African continent.
Said Berry Heart herself: “I collaborated
with a brand that appreciates fashion from
a creative and artistic point of view. One
of the highlights of working with YTV
is that we cooperated as a team, meeting
each other halfway. We are taking it further than having a sit-down with the host
in the studio.
“The show is taken to people on the
street because we want to inspire the ordinary person. I come from Magagarape
settlement but I have never allowed my
background to define or hold me down. I
am one of the best success stories, and for
me to be where I am today really shows
that I am a determined young woman who
does not think that the world owes her
anything.”
To end the year in style, Berry Heart disclosed that her brand will be on display at
the 14th edition of Swahili Fashion Week
in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania on 5 Decem-

(Pic:Berry Heart /FACEBOOK PAGE)

ber.
She said: “The journey of a designer
in 2020/21 has not been easy and it is a
pleasure to say that I will be showcasing
eight ball gowns and a pop up market for
the Berry Heart Creations apparel in Tanzania.”
In her collections, Berry Heart has always featured the Ghanaian Kente. She
says the hand-woven and knotted silk and
cotton fabric Kente is her favourite material from all her voyages. It is characterised by geometric art and basket-type
shapes of the matrilineal Ashanti people
of Ghana where she once attended an
event.
“The chief there gifted me a Ghanaian Kente. I started making clothes for
myself with it and it is actually Africa’s
best-selling cloth,” she noted. “It is a well
marketed cloth that sells more than any
other in Africa and I wish to do the same
with Botswana’s leteisi at the Tanzanian

show because it is important that we sell
our culture through fabric.”
Asked how Batswana decided to adopt
the German print, or seshweshwe as it
is called in neighbouring South Africa,
Berry Heart explained that coastal South
Africans got the material when they traded with the Dutch and Batswana adopted
it mainly for happy occasions like weddings.
Regarding her future plans in the fashion industry, Berry Heart spoke of wanting to build the biggest manufacturing
company in Botswana because the country is too dependent on imports for almost
everything, including the national fabric.
“I want to turn one of my farms in Kgalagadi into a manufacturing plant and employ locals,” she said. “A part of it will
be a fashion school through which to give
back to the community while adding to
the country’s GDP. I want to do a lot.”
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Clash of Music Giants slated for Fora Farm
•
•

Vee Mampeezy, Jah Prayzah, Charma Gal, Slizer and Franco to battle it out on stage
Bottles will not be allowed for security reasons

GOSEGO MOTSUMI

Z

en Promotions is mounting a music festival
to celebrate the greatness of African music
the crème de la crème of crowd pulling stars
Franco Lesokwane, Charma Gal, Zimbabwe’s Jah
Prayzah, Vee Mampeezy and Slizer at Fora Farm
in Kumakwane on 10 December 2021.
“Jah Prayzah has collaborated with most of the
artists on the lineup and I am confident that he will
not leave Botswana without planting a seed of
togetherness as he always does,” said event promoter Zenzele Hirshchfeld of Zen Promotions at a

press brief on Monday this week. “This event does
not only celebrate the music part of the business
but it celebrates the greatness of what the power
of art can do.”
The multi-talented Zimbabwean singer and
songwriter Jah Prayzah has a new hit titled “Dangerous” that is currently trending on Tik Tok.
Hirshchfeld said she hopes to attract immense
support from Batswana and those from the great
nation of Zimbabwe who live in the country. “One
thing I love about Jah is that he has a following of
his own citizenship that follows him wherever he
goes,” she said.

The Zimbabwean artist will arrive in Botswana on 8
December, two days before the show to ensure there are
no delays. Kwasa star Franco Lesokwane, who owns
Fiora Farm, has emphasized that security and safety of
their patrons is a priority, saying they will be working
with the police. He noted that the farm has hosted successful events without incident.
To illustrate their commitment to safety, he said cooler boxes will be allowed only with tin cans because bottles are a potential hazard. “No one will be allowed into
the farm without a mask and the place allows people to
maintain social distancing,” Franco said.
Tickets are available at P170 for early birds, P250 at
the gate and P500 for VIPs at Liquorama and House of
Khumali at Molapo Crossing.

Gilbert Promotions, Vee Mampeezy clear the
air about chaotic scenes at Makhadzi show
•
•
•
•

Blame security personnel for inciting the violence
Say the chaos was not caused by Zodwa’s absence
BEPA and MYSC condemn the incident
Makhadzi asks promoters to communicate her performance times

GOSEGO MOTSUMI

Fans of South African stars, Makhadzi
and Zodwa Wa Bantu, had been looking
forward to last Friday when the artists
would perform at the Obed Itani Chilume
Stadium in Francistown for the first time,
with news of socialite Zodwa Wa Bantu’s
expected Botswana appearance trending
on social media for weeks prior to the
event.
But the fans were met with an anti-climax when news broke that Zodwa had
tested positive for COVID-19 and would
not be coming. “Zodwa was happy and
looking forward to performing in Botswana,” the promoter of the Makhadzi
Live Show, Gilbert “PP” Seagile of Gilbert Promotions, said in an interview.
“We haven’t really talked about whether
to stage a makeup show in Francistown or
get a refund.”
As if that was not enough, a chaotic
scrimmage broke out between security personnel and the crowd while the
King of Kwaito-Kwasa, Vee Mampeezy,
was on stage. A solid mass of the crowd
surged towards the stage, throwing stones
and bottles and crushing one another as
the barricades collapsed. In the aftermath,
some blamed Zodwa’s absence and weak
security for the mess.

Said PP: “The problem was not Zodwa’s absence because we released a statement and people understood the situation.
The problem started when Vee started performing. Knowing that Makhadzi would
soon follow, they got excited as they usually do. People pushed the barricades and
Security Systems responded with force,
prompting people to fight back. This happened for 20 minutes and the show continued thereafter.”
Recalling the chaotic scene that he
saw from the stage as he performed his
hit song “Baba,” Vee Mampeezy said he
stopped when the crowd brought down the
barricades. “ I think security panicked and
there was chaos,” Vee said. “They tried to
contain the crowd using more force and
I’ve heard there was tear gas, but people
fought back in self-defence and the security personnel took to their heels.”
“I had to brave the dangerous scene
of flying bottles and stones with my personal security to contain the situation.
Makhadzi was very cooperative. As soon
I came down, people helped to restore
order and get the show going again and
Makhadzi was able to perform. We are
grateful that no one was seriously hurt or
lost their life.”
For her part, Makhadzi posted on her
Facebook page: “I heard you thought I

was not coming any more and started
to throw bottles onto the stage. To all
promoters kindly update our fans
about my performance time so that
they don’t become impatient.”
The Botswana Entertainment Promoters Association (BEPA) condemned
the incident, saying it
has the potential to
discourage promoters
from hosting international artists in Francistown and Ghetto-based
artists and businesses
losing out on opportunities.
“The scenes, which were widely shared
across different social media platforms,
are uncouth and damaging to the second
city and industry,” said the Secretary
General of BEPA, David Abram, in a
statement.
The Ministry of Youth (MYSC) also
released a statement condemning the behaviour of revellers, noting that there was
no compliance with set health protocols
in the face of COVID-19. “This is even
more worrying, especially with the
discovery of the new B.1.1.529 rapidly
transmissible COVID-19 variant,” the
statement said.
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The hunt for coronavirus
variants: how the new one was
found and what we know so far

Prof. Wolfgang Preiser

H

ead: Division of Medical Virology, Stellenbosch University
Since early in the COVID pandemic, the Network for Genomics Surveillance in South Africa has been monitoring
changes in SARS-CoV-2. This was a valuable tool to understand better how the virus
spread. In late 2020, the network detected
a new virus lineage, 501Y.V2, which later
became known as the beta variant. Now a
new SARS-CoV-2 variant has been identified – B.1.1.529.
The World Health Organisation has declared it a variant of concern, and assigned
it the name Omicron. To help us understand more, The Conversation Africa’s
Ozayr Patel asked scientists to share what
they know.
What’s the science behind the search?
Hunting for variants requires a concerted effort. South Africa and the UK were
the first big countries to implement nationwide genomic surveillance efforts for
SARS-CoV-2 as early as April 2020.
Variant hunting, as exciting as that
sounds, is performed through whole genome sequencing of samples that have
tested positive for the virus. This process
involves checking every sequence obtained for differences compared to what
we know is circulating in South Africa and
the world. When we see multiple differences, this immediately raises a red flag
and we investigate further to confirm what
we’ve noticed.
Fortunately South Africa is well set up
for this. This is thanks to a central repository of public sector laboratory results at
the National Health Laboratory Service,
(NGS-SA), good linkages to private laboratories, the Provincial Health Data Centre
of the Western Cape Province, and stateof-the-art modelling expertise.

In addition, South Africa has several
laboratories that can grow and study the
actual virus and discover how far antibodies, formed in response to vaccination or
previous infection, are able to neutralise
the new virus. This data will allow us to
characterise the new virus.
Viruses on a white background 3d Variants of Covid-19 Virus (Sars-COV-2). Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta in white background. Shutterstock
The beta variant spread much more efficiently between people compared to the
“wild type” or “ancestral” SARS-CoV-2
and caused South Africa’s second pandemic wave. It was therefore classified
as a variant of concern. During 2021, yet
another variant of concern called Delta
spread over much of the world, including
South Africa, where it caused a third pandemic wave.
Very recently, routine sequencing by
Network for Genomics Surveillance member laboratories detected a new virus lineage, called B.1.1.529, in South Africa.
Seventy-seven samples collected in midNovember 2021 in Gauteng province had
this virus. It has also been reported in small
numbers from neighbouring Botswana and
Hong Kong. The Hong Kong case is reportedly a traveller from South Africa.
The World Health Organisation has given B.1.1.529 the name Omicron and classified it as a variant of concern, like beta
and delta.
Why is South Africa presenting variants of concern?
We do not know for sure. It certainly
seems to be more than just the result of
concerted efforts to monitor the circulating virus. One theory is that people with
highly compromised immune systems, and
who experience prolonged active infection
because they cannot clear the virus, may
be the source of new viral variants.

The assumption is that some degree of
“immune pressure” (which means an immune response which is not strong enough
to eliminate the virus yet exerts some degree of selective pressure which “forces”
the virus to evolve) creates the conditions
for new variants to emerge.
Despite an advanced antiretroviral treatment programme for people living with
HIV, numerous individuals in South Africa
have advanced HIV disease and are not on
effective treatment. Several clinical cases
have been investigated that support this
hypothesis, but much remains to be learnt.
Why is this variant worrying?
The short answer is, we don’t know. The
long answer is, B.1.1.529 carries certain
mutations that are concerning. They have
not been observed in this combination before, and the spike protein alone has over
30 mutations. This is important, because
the spike protein is what makes up most of
the vaccines.
We can also say that B.1.1.529 has a genetic profile very different from other circulating variants of interest and concern. It
does not seem to be a “daughter of delta”
or “grandson of beta” but rather represents
a new lineage of SARS-CoV-2.
Some of its genetic changes are known
from other variants and we know they can
affect transmissibility or allow immune
evasion, but many are new and have not
been studied as yet. While we can make
some predictions, we are still studying
how far the mutations will influence its
behaviour.
We want to know about transmissibility,
disease severity, and ability of the virus to
“escape” the immune response in vaccinated or recovered people. We are studying this in two ways.
Firstly, careful epidemiological studies
seek to find out whether the new lineage
shows changes in transmissibility, ability
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to infect vaccinated or previously infected individuals, and so on.
At the same time, laboratory studies examine the properties of the virus. Its viral
growth characteristics are compared with
those of other virus variants and it is determined how well the virus can be neutralised by antibodies found in the blood
of vaccinated or recovered individuals.
In the end, the full significance of the
genetic changes observed in B.1.1.529
will become apparent when the results
from all these different types of studies
are considered. It is a complex, demanding and expensive undertaking, which
will carry on for months, but indispensable to understand the virus better and devise the best strategies to combat it.
Do early indications point to this
variant causing different symptoms or
more severe disease?
There is no evidence for any clinical
differences yet. What is known is that cases of B.1.1.529 infection have increased
rapidly in Gauteng, where the country’s
fourth pandemic wave seems to be commencing. This suggests easy transmissibility, albeit on a background of much
relaxed non-pharmaceutical interventions
and low number of cases. So we cannot
really tell yet whether B.1.1.529 is transmitted more efficiently than the previously prevailing variant of concern, delta.
COVID-19 is more likely to manifest
as severe, often life-threatening disease
in the elderly and chronically ill individuals. But the population groups often most
exposed first to a new virus are younger,
mobile and usually healthy people. If
B.1.1.529 spreads further, it will take a
while before its effects, in terms of disease severity, can be assessed.
Fortunately, it seems that all diagnostic tests that have been checked so far are
able to identify the new virus.
Even better, it appears that some widely
used commercial assays show a specific
pattern: two of the three target genome
sequences are positive but the third one is
not. It’s like the new variant consistently
ticks two out of three boxes in the existing test. This may serve as a marker for
B.1.1.529, meaning we can quickly estimate the proportion of positive cases due
to B.1.1.529 infection per day and per
area. This is very useful for monitoring
the virus’s spread almost in real time.
Are current vaccines likely to protect
against the new variant?
Again, we do not know. The known
cases include individuals who had been
vaccinated. However we have learnt that
the immune protection provided by vaccination wanes over time and does not
protect as much against infection but
rather against severe disease and death.
One of the epidemiological analyses that
have commenced is looking at how many
vaccinated people become infected with
B.1.1.529.
The possibility that B.1.1.529 may
evade the immune response is disconcerting. The hopeful expectation is that the
high seroprevalence rates, people who’ve
been infected already, found by several
studies would provide a degree of “natural immunity” for at least a period of time.
Ultimately, everything known about
B.1.1.529 so far highlights that universal
vaccination is still our best bet against severe COVID-19 and, together with nonpharmaceutical interventions, will go a
long way towards helping the healthcare
system cope during the coming wave.
This article was updated following the
World Health Organisation’s announcement on the new variant.
(THE CONVERSATION)
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Countering Tax Avoidance in SubSaharan Africa’s Mining Sector

Giorgia Albertin, Dan Devlin, and
Boriana Yontcheva

S

ub-Saharan African countries will
need to implement targeted policy
actions to reduce profit shifting in
the mining sector and avoid losses in tax
revenue.
Sub-Saharan Africa is estimated to possess 30 percent of global mineral reserves,
representing a major opportunity for the
region. Despite the high level of private investment in this critical sector, new analysis finds that many multinational companies are avoiding paying their taxes.
To get a sense of the scale of the investment that companies are making in the region’s mining sector consider the case of
Guinea. One multinational company has
invested five times more in a single bauxite
mine (as a percent of GDP) than the government has spent in total public investment since 2018.
New IMF staff research shows that governments in sub-Saharan Africa—now
under tremendous pressure to raise public
spending in response to the pandemic—are
losing between $450 and $730 million per
year in corporate income tax revenues as
the result of profit shifting by multinational
companies in the mining sector. Targeted
policy actions to reduce tax avoidance
could help governments recover some of
this badly needed tax revenue to aid with
the recovery and meet Sustainable Development Goals.
Our analysis comes amid a global effort
to address tax competition and profit shifting by multinational companies, which
has put unprecedented stress on the international corporate tax system. To address
this, 136 countries, including 20 countries

in sub-Saharan Africa, agreed last month
to a minimum effective corporate tax rate
of 15 percent starting in 2023.

The importance of mining to economies
in the region is clear. The mining sector contributes about 10 percent to GDP
across 15 resource intensive sub-Saharan
African countries. In most of these countries, mining exports represent 50 percent
of total exports on average and is the main
source of foreign direct investment.
However, for the 15 resource-intensive
economies in the region, revenue from
mining accounts for just 2 percent of GDP
on average. There are concerns that this
level of revenue does not represent a “fair”
sharing of the benefits.
Our research found that revenues are being reduced in two ways. First, countries
try to attract inbound investment by lowering taxes, which has stoked unhealthy
regional tax competition. Second, international profit shifting by multinational companies has reduced the tax base in producing countries.
An effective fiscal regime
Most countries in Africa collect revenues from the mining industry through a
combination of royalties, corporate income
tax, and sometimes the state taking a noncontrolling ownership stake in projects
where they receive dividends from corporate profits.
The structure of mining fiscal regimes
in the region directly affects the pattern
and magnitude of revenue from mining.
Furthermore, governments have reduced
corporate income tax rates in many sectors, including mining, amid competition
to attract investment and efforts to boost

economic development.
Our research highlights that out of the
15 resource-intensive economies in subSaharan Africa, only three had lower corporate income tax rates for mining in their
tax law, and six had higher tax rates for the
sector. However, the practice of negotiating down corporate income tax rates in
contracts with individual mining projects
is widespread. At least nine countries have
reduced ad-hoc corporate income tax rates
as an incentive in at least one resource contract with investors. This has led to a lower
effective corporate tax rate in the mining
sector compared to statutory rates.
Playing the shell game
Our research also shows that international profit shifting is having a dramatic effect
on collected revenues. Multinational companies use their global reach to reduce tax
liabilities in high-tax jurisdictions by shifting profits to lower-tax countries. One example is the use of an interest-bearing loan
arranged between the different entities
within a multinational company. The interest expenses are claimed as a deduction
in the higher tax country (Africa) while
interest income is allocated to a lower-tax
country offshore. Other examples include
underpricing minerals or using subcontractors to move profits offshore.
Our analysis of payments data, reports
from the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative, an internal IMF resource
revenue data set, and financial information from more than 600 multinational
companies reveals that an increase in the
corporate income tax rate differential between the (higher) producing country and
the average (lower) offshore countries by
1 percentage point results in a decrease of

How Domestic Violence is a
Threat to Economic Development
Rasmane Ouedraogo and David Stenzel

S

topping violence against women is
not only a moral imperative, new
evidence shows that it can help the
economy.
It’s being called the “shadow pandemic”—an increase in physical, sexual and
emotional abuse of women is taking place
amid the lockdowns and societal turmoil
caused by the global health crisis.
The evidence is only growing. In Nigeria, the number of reported cases of
gender-violence linked to lockdowns increased by more than 130 percent. In Croatia, reported rapes increased by 228 percent during the first five months of 2020
compared to 2019.
For many women around the world,
no place is more unsafe than their own
homes. As the world recognizes International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women, it has become clear
that the pandemic has made this violence
worse.
Abuse of any form is fundamentally
wrong and a violation of basic human
rights. New IMF staff research shows
how violence against women and girls is a
major threat to economic development in
a region where domestic violence is widespread—sub-Saharan Africa.
The results of our study suggest that an
increase in violence against women by
1 percentage point is associated with a 9
percent lower level of economic activity

(proxied by nighttime lights).
A drain on society
Violence against women and girls has
a multi-dimensional effect on the overall
health of an economy both in the shortterm and long-term.
In the short term, women from abusive
homes are likely to work fewer hours and
be less productive when they do work. In
the long run, high levels of domestic violence can decrease the number of women
in the workforce, minimize women’s acquisition of skills and education, and result in less public investment overall as
more public resources are channeled to
health and judicial services.
Previous studies have found domestic
violence costs a given economy between
1 and 2 percent of GDP. However, these
studies use simple accounting mechanisms and often don’t account for potential reverse causality.
Our research takes a new approach,
matching deep survey data of women in
the region with satellite imagery and employs appropriate technical methods to
address endogeneity issues.
We look at data from the US Agency
for International Development’s Demographic and Health Survey collected from
the 1980s to the present. The surveys ask
women specific questions about mistreatment.
The data come from 18 sub-Saharan African countries, covering more than 224
districts and more than 440,000 women

representative of around 75 percent of
sub-Saharan Africa’s female population.
The surveys found that more than 30
percent of women in the region had experienced some form of domestic abuse.
To measure the impact on economic
development at a district level, we compare the survey data with satellite data on
nighttime lights provided by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Nightlight satellite data can be
a powerful tool for measuring economic
activity when the most used measure for
economic activity—gross domestic product—is not available at the sub-national
level.
We found that higher levels of violence against women and girls are associated with lower economic activity, driven
mainly by a significant drop in female employment. The physical, psychological,
and emotional violence that women experience makes it more difficult for them to
achieve or maintain a job.
Based on this connection, if sub-Saharan African countries in the sample were
to reduce the level of gender-based violence closer to the world average of 23
percent of women experiencing abuse, it
could result in long-term GDP gains of
around 30 percent.
The pandemic’s toll
An economic downturn, such as the one
caused by the pandemic, can contribute to
an uptick in domestic violence. This exacerbates the economic costs of domestic

reported profits in the mining sector by 3.5
percent.
Building on this research, African countries are estimated to be losing about $450–
730 million in corporate income tax revenue a year on average from tax avoidance
by multinational mining companies.
Stanching the flow
Targeted policy actions can help countries reduce tax avoidance in the mining
sector and foster revenue mobilization. A
concerted effort to close off current profit
shifting channels could pay dividends. Recommended actions include strengthening
and simplifying transfer pricing protection,
limiting interest deductions, improving tax
treaty practices, limiting tax incentives,
and strengthening investment negotiation
practices. In our research, imposing interest limitation rules halved the responsiveness of profit allocation by multinational
companies as a response to international
tax rate differentials.
Some countries are already making progress in addressing profit shifting in the mining sector. Sierra Leone’s new fiscal regime
moved the country away from negotiating
fiscal terms mine by mine; Guinea, Liberia,
and Mali have strengthened their transfer
pricing protection; South Africa and Nigeria have set limits on interest deductions;
nine of the 15 resource intensive economies have alternative minimum taxes that
can ensure at least some corporate taxes are
paid each year, and Kenya introduced an
anti-treaty shopping provision into its tax
treaty policy.
These actions hold the promise of stronger revenue mobilization from mining in
sub-Saharan Africa. And the global minimum tax will likely mitigate profit shifting
and reduce pressures from tax competition. Improving tax policy and tackling
tax avoidance require careful preparation
and stronger capacity, which take time, resources, and political commitment, but recent international tax developments show
that change is possible.
(IMF BLOGS)
violence compared to normal times.
Our research also found other evidence for the negative impact of domestic violence on economic activity.
Domestic violence is more detrimental
to countries without protective laws
against domestic violence and countries
rich in natural resources where extractive industries are more likely to crowd
out more women-centered jobs and lead
to less economic power among females.
We also found that the economic
costs of violence against women is lower in countries like South Africa, where
there is a lower gender gap in education
between partners and where women
have more decision-making power than
in other sub-Saharan African countries.
Stopping violence against women is
an indisputable moral imperative, but
our research shows that it’s economically important too. The economic costs
of domestic violence are higher during
downturns and could make recovery
more challenging.
Countries should take efforts now to
strengthen laws and protections against
domestic violence. Strong laws are critical to deter violence against women,
protect victims of domestic violence,
and promote women’s participation in
the workforce.
Improving education opportunities
for girls is an important step in the longer term. Reducing the gender education gap gives women more economic
freedom and less ability to be influenced
and controlled by men.
In efforts to build back better from
the pandemic, policies to support women and combat gender-based violence
are more important than ever.
(IMF BLOG)
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Seretse, Boseja Girls donate to 100
Orphans and Vulnerable Children
100 hygiene packs, face masks, school bags and shoes donated to Gobojango JSS students

O

n 19 November 2021 over one
hundred orphans at Gobojango
Junior Secondary School received donations comprising of hygiene
packs, face masks, school bags and shoes
at a special handover ceremony.

In playing her humanitarian part,

a young Motswana woman Gorata
Seretse along with a group of friends
and a non-profit organization
Boseja Girls donated to Orphans
and Vulnerable Children (OVCs)
at the school.

The P8000 financial contribution
made in lieu of 100 hygiene packs
(sanitary pads each, soap bars, face
cloths), school bags, school shoes
and face masks will allow 100 girls
to have decent menstrual hygiene

for the next five months.
The handing over ceremony
was attended by the school
management,
led
by
the
Headmaster Otukile, the Guidance
and Counselling Teacher Mma
Mmatema and school matron
Mma Dimeku, students from
the (OVC) program and other
members of staff.
At the event Seretse said that,
“Since the wake of the pandemic,
people across the globe have been
experiencing the effects of the
COVID 19 pandemic, economies
and families have been deeply
impacted in negative ways. Loss
of jobs and income, the inability
to pay bills, and an overwhelming
sense of fear have become the
undesired reality of many people
which is why we have to play an
active role in extending a helping
hand.”
In his remarks during the handover
ceremony, the school headmaster
Otukile revealed that the donation
came at a time when the school
was faced with challenges in
supporting some students with the
much-needed essentials required
to ensure daily living.
When speaking at the event,
Seretse indicated that the generous
donation will provide health, hope
and a chance for the students to
know that there are people in
communities willing and ready to
assist in times of need. She further
implored the students to take
their studies seriously and aim to
attain better grades as COVID-19
has already highlighted the
inequalities in distribution of
resources.

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED
Is “go e tsaya le namane’’ legally
recognized as an adoption?

INTERACTIVE

Can a father refuse an adoption
of his child when unmarried to
the mother?
Can children born out of wedlock
inherit from their fathers?

UNPACKING CONTENTIOUS
CHILDREN’S RIGHTS ISSUES

For the sake of our children
HOST
UYAPO
NDADI

GUEST SPEAKER
DR. ATHALIAH
MOLOKOMME

What do courts consider when
awarding custody, especially if
one or both parents are
deceased?
Does maintenance stop when a
parent dies?

VENUE:
BAISAGO
CONVENTION
CENTER

TIME:
0830 – 1300Hrs

Partners
“THE ULTIMATE STORY TELLERS”

Tickets available
at Ndadi Law Firm.
Contacts:
info@ndadilawfirm.com
3907492,
73770934 , 71317063
SECURE YOURS NOW

ADMISSION:

P1500
Tea & lunch
included.
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Champions League a
realistic target for
Ditlhokwe and co.
BONGANI MALUNGA

A

spirited fightback against league leaders and defending champions
Mamelodi Sundowns last week proved that Thatayaone Ditlhokwe’s
Supersport United are determined to erase memories of last year’s
struggles. The club earned a 2-2 draw against Sundowns in a game they
seemed destined to be thumped.
Supersport came back from 2-0 down to score twice in the last 21 minutes
of the game. The draw enabled the club to remain within reach of the second
spot which yields a CAF Champions League spot at the end of the season.
The Pretoria outfit is 11 points behind Sundowns with Champions League
qualification now being the more realistic target for them this season.
Matsatsantsa could have catapulted to the second spot this weekend if they
had won but their game against Orlando Pirates was postponed due to the
latter’s CAF Confederation Cup commitments. United dropped down to the
sixth spot due to their inactivity this past weekend with other teams around
them collecting points.
The club’s next two games will be crucial in their aim to reach the second
spot. They will tackle Sekhukhune United on Sunday before taking on Stellenbosch in a midweek fixture a few days later. Although Supersport are currently sixth, they have a game in hand and superior goal difference compared
to second placed Kaizer Chiefs.

SEGOPOLO J
IN THE HIGH COURT OF THE REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA
HELD AT GABORONE
In the matter between:
SEFALANA CASH & CARRY LIMITED
and
AJAH LIQUIOR RESTAURANT

BEFORE H/W KGERETLHWA
IN THE MAGISTRATE’S COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF GABORONE
HELD AT EXTENSION II
CASE NO. CCMEX 000074-20
In the matter between:
JULIA RAMATOKWANE
PLAINTIFF
and
TRIMIUM CONSULTING (PTY) LTD
1st DEFENDANT
HUMBREY MBIRE
2nd DEFENDANT

CASE NO. CVHGB-002172-2021
Plaintiff
Defendant

NOTICE OF SALE IN EXECUTION

NOTICE OF SALE IN EXECUTION

BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to judgment granted in the above Honourable Court on
1st SEPTEMBER 2021, the Defendant’s property will be sold by auction to the highest bidder by Deputy
Sheriff MESHACK MOSHABI.

BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE THAT pursuant to judgment of the above Honourable Court, the
movable property of the above named Defendants shall be publicly sold in execution by the Deputy
Sheriff as follows:

DATE
TIME OF SALE
PLACE OF SALE

: 20th December 2021
: 10.30 am
: Broadhurst Police

DATE OF SALE
VENUE
TIME

PROPERTY TO BE SOLD

: 1 x 2 printer, 1 x deep freezer, 1 x 1 industrial stove, 1 x 19 kg gas
cylinder, 1 x food display machine, 1 x speaker, 1 x amplyfire, 1 x 4
plastic chairs and stock on trade.

PROPERY TO BE SOLD :

1x1 BMW Station Wagon, Registration No: B124 BBN.

CONDITIONS OF SALE :

Cash or Bank guaranteed cheques

Terms and conditions

:
:
:

16th December 2021
Broadhurst Police Station
10:00 am

DATED AT GABORONE THIS 26th DAY OF NOVEMBER 2021.

: Cash or Bank guaranteed cheques.

DEPUTY SHERIFF MOYO
C/O KHUMOMOTSE LAW PRACTICE
Plot 104 Unit 3, Unit 3
Gaborone International Commerce Park
P O Box 60783
Gaborone West Kiosk, Gaborone
Tel: 3190914/5
Cell: 72192666

DATED AT GABORONE THIS 30th DAY OF NOVEMBER 2021.
Deputy Sheriff MESHACK MOSHABI (71623026/71263198)
C/o Serole & Partners
TheTHE
Courtyard,
Lot 54513, Unit
1
IN
SUBORDINATE
COURT
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT
P O Box 1679 ABG, Sebele
HELD
AT
SELEBI
PHIKWE
GABORONE
IN
THE HIGH COURT FOR THE REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA

CASE NO: CCMSP- 000040-20
HELD AT FRANCISTOWN
CASE NO: CVHFT- 000153-19
theHIGH
matter
between:
IIn
N THE
COURT
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA
FRANCISTOWN
In
theAT
matter
between:SYSTEM
POWER
CONTROL
INHELD
THE
SUBORDINATE
COURTELECTRICAL
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT
CASE NO: CVHFT- 000153-19
SUNSET
LETSATSI
(PTY) LTD T/A(PTY)LTD
BOOP KONO
ENGINEERS
& CONTRACTS
PLAINTIFF
HELD
AT
SELEBI
PHIKWE
IN
THE
SUBORDINATE
COURT FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT
In
the
matter
between:
CASH
LOAN
PLANTIFF
NOTICE is hereby given that the undersigned intends applying for a
CASE NO: CCMSP- 000 004-19
HELD
AT
SELEBI
PHIKWE
And
SUNSET LETSATSI (PTY) LTD
InAnd
the matter between:
certified copy of the Deed of Transfer No. 435/2006 dated 2nd day of
CASE
NO:
CCMSP—000431-19
T/A
BOOP KONO
CASH LOAN
PLANTIFF
BRARON
CONSTRUCTION
(PTY)CASH
LTDLOAN
DEFENDANT
SUNSET
LETSATSI
(PTY) LTD T/A BOOPKONO
PLAINTIFF
SINGH
1ST DEFENDANT
InASHWIN
the matter
between:
March 2006 passed in favour of MODISE KGANG in respect of the
And
And
MORULA
SCHOOL
PLAINTIFF
NITAZ COLLECTION
(PTY) LTD
2ND
ASHWIN
SINGH
1STDEFENDANT
DEFENDANT

APPLICATION FOR LOST TITLE DEED

ONNEILE
KEORANG
And
NITAZ COLLECTION
(PTY)
LTD
YOLANDI
OOSTHIZEN
KOTZE
HUGO RUDOLF KOTZE

DEFENDANT

DEFENDANT
2
NOTICE OF SALE1 IN
EXECUTION
DEFENDANT
ST

ND

following:

2 DEFENDANT
NOTICE
OF
SALE
NOTICE
OF
SALEININEXECUTION
EXECUTION
NOTICE OF SALE IN EXECUTION
ND

CERTAIN
BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE THAT pursuant to judgment granted by the above Honourable

: piece of land being Lot 4419, Gaborone;

BE
PLEASED
TO TAKE
NOTICE
THAT pursuant
to granted
judgment
granted
by the above
Honourable
NOTICE
SALE
IN pursuant
EXECUTION
BE
PLEASED
TOOF
TAKE
NOTICE
THAT
to judgment
by the
above Honourable
Court
the following
Court
the
following
property
shall
be sold
by public
action
byabove
Deputy
Sheriff
Mr RichardSITUATE
Kenosi
: in Gaborone Extension 14;
BE
PLEASED
NOTICE
THAT
judgment
bytothe
Honourable
Court the
Court
the
property
shall
bepursuant
soldSheriff
by to
public
actiongranted
by
Deputy
Sheriff
Richard
Kenosi
property
shallfollowing
beTO
soldTAKE
by public
action
by Deputy
Kebonyekgosi
Ntebele
the
highest
bidder as
follows;
to
the
highest
bidder
as
follows;
BE
PLEASED
TO
TAKE
NOTICE
THAT
pursuant
to
judgment
granted
by
the
above
Honourable
Court bidder
the
following
property
shallas
befollows;
sold by public action by Deputy Sheriff Richard Kenosi to the highest
as
to the highest
bidder
TH 25
th
following
property
shall be sold
public
auction
Deputy Sheriff Mr Augustine K Mokalake to the highest
Juneby
2019
Date
of Sale
: : by
follows;
August
2020
Date
of
Sale
DATE
OF
SALE
: 2628 July
2021
MEASURING
: 511m2 (Five Hundred and Elven Square Metres);
bidder
as
follows;
Venue
: : 16th December
In front2021
of Barclays Bank, Jwaneng
DATE
OF
SALE
Venue
:
complex
Letlhakane
VENUE
: InInfront
frontof
of raffles
Nitaz Collection
(Pty)
Ltd (SELEBI-PHIKWE)
Time
: : In front of11:00
hrsstation (SELEBI-PHIKWE)
VENUE
Police
TImE
: 10:00AM
10:00AM
Date
of Sale
: 23rd:July
2021
Time
Any person having objection to the issue of such copy is hereby
TImE
: 10:00AM
Venue
:
Infront
of
Broadhurst
Magistrate
Court
PROPERTY
TOBE
BE
SOLD
: NISSAN
1.Chairs
Four
Chairs
(4), Wood
Table(White
(6),Screen
Carbon
Shelf
(6),
Defy
Fridge
Property
to beTO
sold
: :: Four
1×1(4),
Floor
mat,
1×1
Hisense
Flat
1×1 Acer
Laptop,
stand,
Property
to
be
sold
NP200-B573
AZV
in(TV),
Colour)
PROPERTY
SOLD
Wooden
Table
(6), Carbon
Shelf
(6),
Defy
Fridge
Grey1×1
(1), TV
Queen
required to lodge same in writing with the Registrar of Deeds within
Time
:
1030hrs
1×1Boards
complete
Radio
machine,
1×1 Couch,
1×1
microwave
Defy,
Defy
Grey (1), Queen Beds (2), Pressing
(18),
Assorted
Global
Sewing
Machines
(96),1×1
4 Tier
Beds (1),Iron
Pressing
Iron
Boards
(18), Assorted
Global
Sewing
Machines
(78),
4 Tier
three (3) weeks from the last publication of this notice.
Fridge,
1×1
Cool
box,
1×1
computer
stand
steel
cabinet
(1),
2
door
steel
Cabinet
(1)
steel Axela
cabinet
(1), in colour, milleage 82823, Registration No B219 BLM, 1 x
Property to be sold : 1 x Mazda
white

Terms of Sale

Terms of Sale

TERmSOF
OFSALE
SALE
TERmS

:

Strictly cash or bank guaranteed cheques only

grey sofa, 3 piece sofas, 1 x deep freezer, 1 x Hisense double-door grey fridge
:
Strictly cash or bank guaranteed cheques only.
Terms
Strictly
cash
or bank
guaranteed
cheques
only
:of Sale:
Strictly
cash
or bank
guaranteed
cheques
only
: Strictly
cash
or bank
guaranteed
cheques
only

DATED
AT SELEBI
ON
THIS 10 DAY OF AUGUST
DAY
DATED
AT SELEBI
PHIKWE PHIKWE
ON THIS 22ND
TH OF MAY 2019
DATED
THIS 29
24TH
DAY
OFJUNE
2021. 2021.
ND OF
DAY
NOVEmBER
DATEDAT
ATSELEBI
SELEBI PHIKWE ON THIS
TH

DATED AT SELEBI PHIKWE ON THIS 22

DAY OF JUNE 2021.

PAUL & PARTNERS
The Courtyard, Plot 54513, unit 6
P.O. Box 885 ABG
GABORONE

2020.

CHINGWARA LAW CHAMBERS

DEPUTY SHERIFF:DEPUTY SHERIFF:
DEPUTY
SHERIFF: Notaries.
Attorneys.
DEPUTY SHERIFF:
AUGUSTINE
K. MOKALAKEConveyancers
RICHARD
KENOSI
RICHARD
KENOSI
Plot 2626,
Tshekedi
Road
CELL:
73220555/
71640658
RICHARD KENOSI
CELL:Office
7626727
14, Susan Building
CELL: 76267273/74945411

CELL: 76267273

P.O BOX 2129LAW
SELEBI
PHIKWE
CHINGWARA
CHAMBERS-SELEBI
PHIKWE
CHINGWARA
LAW
CHAMBERS-SELEBI

LAW CHAmBERS-SELEBI
PHIKWE
Cell 71694303
CHINGWARA
LAWCHINGWARA
CHAmBERS-SELEBI
PHIKWE

PHIKWE

Tel: +267 311 3186
Fax: + 267 311 3187
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BOBA Impressed with Boxers Turnout in Interclub Tournaments
Gazette Reporter

B

otswana
Boxing
Association
(BOBA) is impressed with the
level of progress and talent that
they have witnessed during the past three
tournaments “local interclubs” they hosted
since the return of sports a few months
ago. This comes after the association held
the interclub championship at Botswana
International University of Science and
Technology (BIUST) in Palapye over the
weekend where it attracted over 40 boxers
from across the country.
This was the third interclub of the year
following the two that were previously
held in Gaborone and Selibe Phikwe as
part of the preparations for the national
team selections set for next year. The Palapye tournament produced a total of 19
bouts (14 male and 5 female bouts) and
10 were walk overs as their opponents did
not pitch up for the competition. In a recent interview with Gazette Sport, BOBA
mouthpiece Moitshepi Nkabiti said they
are thrilled with the growth and progress
of the local boxers despite a long hiatus
caused by COVID-19 complications. “The
boxers have shown a massive growth in
their performance and the turnout said it
all. The attendance was good, everyone
is determined and they want to see themselves in the national team next year and
credit must go to the clubs because they
are all active and they have been bringing
satisfying numbers. These tournaments are
national team selection preparations and

BOBA has a mammoth task ahead of them next year as they are supposed to assemble a team
that is set to compete at the Commonwealth Games slated for Birmingham, England next year

besides we keep the code active, we also intend to host as many tournaments as we can
before the end of the year so that next year
when they return, they are still in the right
shape,” he said.
Kobamelo Molatlhegi of University of
Botswana (UB) Boxing Club and Poloko
Gabolekane of Glen Valley emerged the best
boxers of the tournament in the male and fe-

Local Tennis Youngsters
Gains AUSC Region 5
Momentum In Tunisia
B
Gazette Reporter

otswana Tennis Junior National
Team produced an exceptional
performance at the just ended
4th ITF/CAT African Closed Junior
Championships help in Tunis, Tunisia
at the weekend. The tournament was
contested by Junior players under the
age of 18 from across Africa in singles,
doubles and mixed doubles categories and gave players the opportunity
to better their international rankings
and ready for the Africa Union Sport
Council (AUSC) Region 5 scheduled
for Lesotho this weekend.
Team Botswana comprised seven
players, four boys being Denzel Seetso, Mark Nawa, Batsomi Marobela
and Loago marobela where as Chelsea Changanyuka, Naledi Raguin and
Ekua Youri made the girls team that
was under the tutelage of coach Ernest
Seleke.
The championships concluded on
Sunday with some top performance
from the girl’s team with Chelsea and
Youri reaching the semi-finals in the
girls’ doubles missing the podium finish with an inch after losing to their
South African counterparts. Youri also
reached the quarterfinals in the girl’s

singles draw but lost to the eventual
champion Okutoyi Angela of Kenya
to finish 7th overall whereas Raguin
finished 13th and Changanyuka 22nd
respectively.
This was deemed one of the best
performances by the girl’s team at a
bigger stage and tournament of that
magnitude by Botswana Tennis Association (BTA) President Oaitse Thipe.
“The team did well despite not winning any medal looking at the standard of the tournament and players.
The girls doubles nearly won a medal
which I believe that they will redeem
themselves at the Region 5 championships. Youri has been on a great form,
and she inspires the whole team hence
I am confident that they will do well in
Lesotho,”. He said.
In the boys team Seetso lost in the
2nd round of the competition to the
tournament top seed to finish 14th in
the overall position. Marobela, Saleshando and Nawa finished in position
24th, 27th and 28th respectively after
bowing out in the first round of the
tournament. The rest of the team proceeded to Maseru where they are set
to redeem themselves at the AUSC region 5 following a litmus test in Tunis.

male 51kg and 48kg bouts respectively after
their exceptional performances on the day.
Mmoloki Thipe of Prisons and Kagoetsile
Raokgwathi’s under 60kg male contest was
voted the best bout while Gabolekane and
Jessica Maotoanong of Prisons’s 48kg bout
captured the eyes of the audience including
the technical team and was deemed as the
female’s best bout. Glen Valley boxing club

emerged the best team while Francistown
and Prisons settled for joint 2nd while
EMG and Molepolole finished on joint
3rd in the overall standing of the tournament.
However, the worth noting absentee in
the tournament was Mafika boxing club
which is captained by the Tokyo 2020
Olympian Mohammed Rajab Otukile
due to lack of transport to Palapye as
their team did not make necessary transport arrangements. Another Tokyo 2020
Olympian Keamogetse Kenosi never appeared in any local tournament since she
returned from the Olympics and Nkabiti
said they are hopeful that all their elite
boxers will return to the ring soon.
“We are missing Kenosi at the tournaments and we are not that worried because we know she will come back once
she is ready and Rajab has attended only
one tournament since the Olympics, but
we were happy to see Aratwa Kasemang
and Mmusi Tswiige amongst the competitors after a long time and these young
boxers get inspired when they see them
competing,” added Nkabiti.
BOBA has a mammoth task ahead of
them next year as they are supposed to
assemble a team that is set to compete
at the Commonwealth Games slated for
Birmingham, England next year. Meanwhile the AUSC Region 5 Boxing team
has departed to Maseru, Lesotho this
morning with a team of 10 boxers (8 boys
and 2 girls).

DUBE J
IN THE HIGH COURT FOR THE REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA
HELD AT LOBATSE
CASE NO. CVHGB-002695-2020
In the matter between:
AFRICAN BANKING CORPORATION BOTSWANA
t/a BANCABC
Plaintiff
and
OLORATO CHIKORE
Defendant

NOTICE OF SALE IN EXECUTION
BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to judgment granted in the above Honourable Court on
23rd DECEMBER 2020, the Defendant’s property will be sold by auction to the highest bidder by Deputy
Sheriff Omphemetse Peter Kaisara.
DATE
TIME
PLACE OF SALE
PROPERTY TO BE SOLD

:
:
:
:

Terms and conditions

: Cash or Bank guaranteed cheques.

17th December 2021
1130 hours
Broadhurst Police Station
Honda Fit, Registration No. B 266 BIW, Green in colour, Toyota Hino White
in colour, Engine No. 8CTT19511, Registration No. B 254 AKK

ATED AT GABORONE THIS 18th DAY OF NOVEMBER 2021.
Deputy Sheriff Omphemetse P Kaisara (71222244)
C/o Serole & Partners
The Courtyard, Lot 54513, Unit 1
P O Box 1679 ABG, Sebele
GABORONE

Plot owners of 3078 & 3080 Phase
1 in Letlhakane be informed of intent
to change plot 3079 from residential
to multi family residential. Any
objection contact 71603300 or
Boteti Physical Planning.
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More to Orebonye’s game than just goals
• He has three assists so far this season
• Orebonye, Seakanyeng have contributed
75% of the club’s league goals this season
BONGANI MALUNGA

Z

ebras striker Tumisang Orebonye
demonstrated that there is more to
his game than just hitting the back
of the net as he turned provider to dish out
an assist in Olympique Club Khourigba
(OCK)’s latest league victory. OCK beat
Hassania Union Sport Agadir (HUSA) 2-1
last weekend to jump to the ninth spot on

the log standings.
The 25 year old attacker played a part in
OCK’s first goal of the game, he slotted a
through ball to Kabelo Seakanyeng whose
shot was saved by the goalkeeper only for
Oussama Haffari to score the rebounded
effort.
Orebonye then provided an assist for Ismail Harrache’s 93rd minute winner when
the game seemed to be heading for a draw.

In a last ditch effort to find a winner, OCK launched
a long ball which found its way to Orebonye. The
striker showed great vision and spotted Harrache’s
run, he headed the ball to his teammate who then
rounded off the goalkeeper to score for OCK.
It was Orebonye’s third assist of the season, he
also registered assists in games against Difaa El Jadida and FUS Rabat. Seakanyeng has three goals and
four assists this season.
Botswana’s duo, Seakanyeng and Orebonye, have
combined to make 12 goal contributions (goals and
assists) that make up 75 percent of the team’s league
goals (16) this season. With the club now in a comfortable mid-table position towards the end of the
first round, they are in a good position to retain their
Premier League status if they maintain their decent
form. The club made their return to the elite division
after spending a season in the first division last year.

Sport Briefs
With Bongani Malunga

Ngele not affected by coaching change at Chippa

1

T

he impending departure of Gavin Hunt does not seem to have affected Mokagolodi Ngele’s first team chances as he fit
straight into interim head coach Kurt Lentjies’ plans. Ngele scored in Lentjies’ first game in charge against Baroka FC last
week. Hunt has been suspended by the club after a string of poor results. The former Supersport United coach brought
Ngele to Chippa United in July, the two had previously worked together at the now defunct Bidvest Wits. A new coach is always
expected to make changes and do things their own way, this usually affects players’ playing chances. In the case of Ngele, the
coaching change appears to have not affected him in any way.

2

Debswana First Division South results
Mochudi Centre Chiefs

1

1

Matebele FC

Tlokweng United

4

1 Motaung Young Fighters

Uniao Flamengo Santos

0 0 Mochudi Rovers

Matebejana

0 0 Black Forest

Broadhurst United

0

0 Holy Ghost

Taung Young Strikers

0

2 Red Sparks
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GU SHOWING SHADES OF 2008/09

•
•
•

Club enjoying best league start in 12 years
Results in the first six games somewhat similar to
that of the 2008/2009 season
Unbeaten in the first five games, lost the sixth game
to BDF XI just like in the 2008/2009

BONGANI MALUNGA

C

urrent Botswana Premier League log leaders Gaborone United reminiscent of their title winning run in the 2008/2009 season. GU started the
season in rampant form with five consecutive wins, the run also included
five consecutive clean sheets.
GU’s run was ended this week as the club recorded their first loss of the season
against BDF XI on Monday night as the army side ran out 2-1 winners.
Interestingly GU had a somewhat similar run in their title winning season of
2008/2009 whereby they were unbeaten in their first five games of the season.
12 years ago they started the season with wins over Notwane, Township Rollers,
Mochudi Centre Chiefs, Nico United and a 0-0 draw against Boteti Young Fighters before suffering a 2-1 defeat against BDF XI in the sixth game of that season.

History has repeated itself this season with GU steam rolling past Sua Flamengoes, Mahalapye Railway Highlanders, Extension Gunners, Masitaoka FC and
Notwane before losing 2-1 against BDF XI in the sixth game of the season.
GU lost the game as they saw their previously invincible defence breached
by Keeagile Kobe who equalized after Takunda Sadiki had given GU an early
advantage. Oratile Taunyane then broke Moyagoleele hearts 14 minutes from
time as his goal sealed all three points for Matebele. Despite the defeat GU are
displaying their best start to a league season in 12 years with 15 out of 18 possible points.

LET

2008/2009 form
(first six games)
Game 1: Won 3-1 vs Notwane
Game 2: Won 3-2 vs Rollers
Game 3: Drew 0-0 vs Boteti Young Fighters
Game 4: Won 2-1 vs Mochudi Centre Chiefs
Game 5: Won 6-1 vs Nico United
Game 6: Lost 2-1 vs BDF XI

2021/2022 form
(first six games)
Game 1: Won 1-0 vs Sua Flamengoes
Game 2: Won 4-0 vs MR Highlanders
Game 3: Won 3-0 vs Extension Gunners
Game 4: Won 1-0 vs Masitaoka FC
Game 5: Won 2-0 vs Notwane
Game 6: Lost 2-1 vs BDF XI

TAKE YOU PLACES THIS HOLIDAY

See In-store for details. T’s & C’s apply.

STAND A CHANCE TO WIN A CAR

